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EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG- SEE PAGE 26 
Junior premed student Marty Ruddock, who has been 
ranked as the greatest cross-country runner in Washington 
University history, lopes up a hill in Forest Park. For 
the story of Marty Ruddock and his outstanding career as 
an athlete and a student, see "What lvlakes Marty Run?", 
begirming on Page 33. 
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COVEll.: "Everything You've 
Always 'Wanted to Know Abou t 
Your Dog (but haven't been 
able to ask him) is the subtitle 
of Professor Michael Fox's new 
book Understanding Your Dog, 
excerpts from which begin on 
page 26. Our cover dog is one 
of thousands of canine class 
auditors evident these days on 
college campuses everywhere. 
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B. F. Skinner, Edgar Pierce Professor of Psychology at Harvard, is gen­
erally regarded as the most influential (and controversial) of living 
American psychologists. Inventor of the "Skinner Box," pioneer of the 
teaching machine, uncompromising behaviorist, Professor Skinner 
stirred enormous interest and controversy with his utopian novel 
Walden II. His latest book, Beyond Freedom and Dignity, has aroused 
an even greater storm. Dr. Skinner addressed an overflow crowd at 
Graham Chapel this fall, and after his formal talk, fielded questions 
from the floor. Below is a portion of the transcript of the spirited ques­
tion and answer period. 
AN INFORMAL SESSION 





In applying your theory of behavior to social phenomena, who is to decide what 
values are to be conditioned into society? \"7ho is to make the ultima te choice, and 
doesn't that lead to despotism in the end? 
That is the question I hear most often. I'm sure you don't expect me to name 
someone who is going to make the ultimate choices. I'm not even sure it will be 
one person. But, whoever it will be, it will not be someone who jumps in 
out of the causal stream and takes over. I think that the only explanation here 
is an evolutionary one. I believe th at cultures do advance when they discover 
better ways of teaching children, collecting taxes, inducing people to be more 
productive, etc. I don't believe a single person in the form of n despot or tyrant 
or a totalitarian dictator is going to emerge. 
You say that we have to change society and not the individual. How do you go 
about changing society-by gctting some new laws passed in Congress or by some 
favorable Supreme Court decisions , or will it take a revolution? 
In the first place, I don't believe it's quite true that I want to change the 
society and the culture but not the individual, because society and culture are 
nothing more than the behavior of individuals. I want always to concentrate on 
the behavior of individuals. But the question of how are we to change is really 
the question of who is to control. I would like to see those who are concerned 
with the education of the young become much more aware of what can be done 
in their field. I don't mean to say we should kick them all out and let some 
dictator move in and take over. I think they should be changed. There should 
be a certain number of people in our society who are concerned about the edu­
cation of the young, and they ough t to know everything science cnn tell them 
about improving the job they are doing. The same thing should be true of those 
who care for psychotics and retarded people. 










go to Florida or California and sit around, play shuffleboard, and talk about who 
died since they saw each other last. It's a very du1l world and nobody is doing 
anything about it. It's the same with the whole question of leisure. What do 
we do when we don't have to do anything? These are the kinds of things that 
people will step in and do research on, but it won't be one person doing the job. 
It will be many 'individuals who will take these things over and make a better 
use of our knowledge. 
If you're going to institute a series of controls over people, there will be groups 
of people who won't want to be changed. How would you cope with that problem? 
In the first place, I'm not wanting to institute a series of controls. That's not 
going to happen. 'Ne are going to improve the way we now control people. 
Whether you want to be controlled or not is irrelevant. You are controlled . 
Then, there is the problem of the rebel. What do we do with the rebel? In a 
well-ordered society, there would be no particular use for rebels. There is a use 
for rebels now because our society is defective, and nothing but rebellion at 
times seems to be the way to change. But the question of what to do with the 
rebel is like asking a physicist what you would do with a body that goes the 
wrong way in a gravitational field. It just doesn't happen. If you have a well­
ordered society, you have no room for rebels. 
How do you go about illustrating to people what you mean by thc statement 
that we are already controlled by our environment? 
This is not so easy to see because we have been controlled so long that we think 
we are doing what we please. \Vhen we are under positive control, we are doing 
what we have to do. I've used the example of states turning to lotteries to get 
people to give money to the government. When you are a compulsive gambler, 
you are not free. There are free buses that run from San Francisco to Reno, and 
people cash their social security checks, get on those free buses, come out to 
Reno, work on those slot machines all night long, and in the morning take the 
free bus back and wait for the next social security check. No one is free who 
does that. They are like the alcoholic who says he can take it or leave it. 
'Arhat role do you consider drugs and synthetic chemicals to play in the scheme 
of things? 
I was responsible for the published statement in 1953 or '54 that we are entering 
upon the age of the chemical control of behavior. Taking a tranquilizer so that 
you won't get mad at your boss is a way of letting yourself be controlled. The 
boss putting something in the water supply is a way of controlling his employees. 
This is going to go on and we are going to discover new drugs. All the drug 
companies are looking for a drug that will really cut appetite. They would 
make millions if they could develop a drug, with no side effects, which would 
keep people eating moderate amounts of food. Nobody seems to want a drug 
to suppress sex , although psychiatrists would be happy to prescribe such a 
drug for many of their cases. Vie do have a drug to control aggressions. I don't 
know how far it's going to go, but drugs do have to l)e taken into account. 
Following your theories, vvouldn't the government impose its values on people 
who have many different values? \;\,rouldn't this be very negative for a society as 
diversified as ours? 
I think that this is a real worry, but I don' t think it will destroy the present 
structure. I think evolution is possible . I don't think we've reached the stage 
where nothing but revolution is possible . I'm not happy about the use that can 
be made of these things. However, that culture which produces much better 
educational practices, even though the current government uses them to teach 










B. F. SKINNER 
is to destroy the present culture and hope that a whole new one will rise phoenix­
like from the ashes. 
It seems very clear th at there is Cl great deal of vi()lence and aggression in the 
world . Do you think tha t through conditioning it would be possible to eliminate 
the drives for violence and aggression which we see so clearly? 
I can't set forth a program that would do that, but I do believe that the ag­
gressive behavior we engage in has without doubt some genetic basis. It has 
been important to the human species to be aggressive, and there are things 've 
have to overcome. I have no doubt that our culture can overcome this inheri­
tance and produce non-aggressive people. Now, this isn't going to solve the 
political problems. Suppose that we all became nOll-aggressive, but some other 
culture remained aggressive, what happens then? It would require a grea t deal 
of redesign not just at the national, but also at the international level. 
But the behavioral processes, I believe, are relative. You can build a world ill 
which children will grow up rel atively non-aggressive. In the present world, 
aggressive behavior is built in, either by carelessness or intent. Take, for 
example, the television formula that if a man is bad you shoot him. That's the 
solu tion peopJe learn from television, and I think that is the solution many 
people will resort to. I think that kind of thing can be changed. But that will 
mean some kind of governmental control. We already have government control 
of obscenity, but none of violence. I was on a television program in New York 
a couple of weeks ago with Dennis Hopper and the head of an anti-pornography 
league. And Hopper finally put it to him. He said, "If you don't want children 
to see peopJe making love, do you mind having them see one man blowing 
another man's head off with a shotgun?" And the head of the league had to say 
he didn't mind. That's a strange set of values . 
'With so many people in the world , do you think that our convention of privacy 
will break down? 
I don't think that privacy wi ll be infringed upon, and in fact, I think it will 
be vastly improved. In Walden II, you have a room by yourself in which you 
can go off and leave the group any time you want. It is easier to have privacy 
and private personal relationships. I don't want a community in the sense of a 
big group of people milling around all the time in one place, bumping into each 
other all day long. 
After reading Walden II, I found myself upset because Frazier had made the 
people happy simply because they didn't know of any other existence. He had 
given them no choice and that was it . 'Would you comment on that? 
Don't we enjoy our culture because we are ignorant of other cultures? If you 
want to explore a bit and discover other kinds of reinforcers , that's fine. But I 
don't see why there shou ld be a complete coverage of reinforcers in one's life. 
The dedicated musician may not care about pictures; the dedicated artist may 
not care abou t music. Bobby Fischer gets a big bang out of playing chess and 
apparently cares littl e about anything else in the world. The fact that someone 
is getting along on a current set of reinforcers seems fine. Leave them alone. 
'We had a similar problem with the Amish in Iowa a number of years ago . A 
law was passed to force the Amish to send their chi ldren to public schools, and 
it was implied that they were concealing the rest of the world from their 
ch ildren and therefore they ought to get out into the world and find out what 
life is really like. If the Amish are getting along all right, let them alone. 
When you talk of "reinforcers," I am interested in how you isola te the forces in 











1 would define a reinforcer as any event which , when contingent upon the re­
sponse, increases the strength of that response. There are two kinds: those which 
increase when they are produced and those that increase when they are removed 
or reduced. 1 don't know any way in which you can tell in advance that any 
event will be positively or negatively reinforcing. There are times when what 
most of us regard as positive seems to work as negative and times when what we 
regard as negative seems to work as positive. As far as I know, this is an 
empirical question. 
To what extent is self-reinforcement possible'? 
I don't think anyone can actually reinforce one's seli, in the sense that you 
could put a candy bar as a reinforcer on your desk and only eat the candy bar if 
you finish your work. You would know perfectlv well that you could eat the 
candy bar at any time. 
How does the point system change the behavior of individuals? 
I don't think that people go through life getting points for everything they do. 
\;\,That happens is that people to begin with are very insensitive to contingencies 
of reinforcement. They are not reinforced by simple success, so you have to set 
up conspicuous rewards. This is necessary for psychotics who are out of touch 
with the normal reinforcemen ts of daily life. So you use a token. \;\,Then a psy­
chotic gets a token for making his bed in the moming, it's quite clear that he 
got something out of it. If he simply made his bed and somebody said, "I see 
you made your bed," it would have no effect on the psychotic. So you set up a 
system which is conspicuous, immediate, and consistent over a long period. But 
then you want to taper off, to disappear, to wither away, because you want th e 
individual to come under the control of the usual contingencies of dailv life, 
which are deferred and not very conspicuous. 
I don't want school kids to have to read only programmed textbooks all their 
lives. I don't want them to behave well because they're getting points. You put 
these things into effect to straighten the kids out so that the natural reinforcers 
will have a chance. If you take a destructive schoolroom, with everyone running 
around and the teacher out of control, you can then set up a credit point system 
and get the group quieted down for the first time in their lives. You can ge t the 
kids to appreciate the value of a quiet room. Soon, they start "shushing" each 
other and they all gain calmness. Then, the social reinforcers take over and you 
can forget about credit points. 
How far along the line toward critical parameters of behavior and reinforcement 
do you think we are and could you hint at what areas we should evolve toward 
in such research? 
I wish we were further along toward a mathematical formulation of behavior, 
but I'm not in any hurry to mathematize it. I think that mathematics implies a 
false prestige, and I don't think that our facts are of such a na ture that we get 
very far by mathematical theory based on them. I am perfectly satisfied with the 
progress that is being made in experimen tal analysis of behavior. 
In the past, you have been known to question the necessity of theories, at least 
in the areas of learning. "Vould you comment on the necessity of theories in the 
area of social behavior? 
I am not really the grand theoretician that people will say I am. I have written 
a great many articles and parts of books which are essentially theoretical, includ­
ing a paper called "Are Fidds of Learning Necessary?" My answer was "No ." 
My emphasis is on getting to the behavior of the individual, whether the theor'v 
has to do with some actuarial relationships between conditions of one k ind or 










B. F. SKINNER 
because I don't think they get down to the nitty-gritty problems of the behavior 
of the individual. I have always been a theoretician. Even in that paper, in 
which I questioned the need for theory, I said that the main function of experi­
mental analysis is indeed to develop a theory of behavior. What I mean by that 
is an overall formulation of behavior, giving the facts and dealing with those 
facts, rather than with some presumably explanatory facts in some other universe . 
To what extent do you think of yourself as an American psychologist in the 
tradition of vVilliam James and John Dewey? Another way to phrase the ques­
tion: Could 'Vaiden II happen only in America? 
I don't think of myself first of all as an American. I think of myself first as a 
citizen of the world, then of America, then of Massachusetts , etc. But I do be­
lieve the American tradition is relevant to my work. As Americans, we are rela­
tively free of the German psychology of the will, which I think steered Freud in 
the wrong direction . I would think that the whole movement of behaviorism and 
experimental analysis is in the tradition of American psychology. The American 
experience of a country that opens up new frontiers , of a country with a great 
emphasis on doing something new and doing it yourself, plays a very strong part. 
Would you comment on your criticism of psychoanalysis and personal psychology? 
I think that Freud made some important discoveries. Because of Freud, we are 
all less likely to dismiss as accidents various features of our behavior. We are 
less likely to dismiss as caprice what we do, and we're likely to look for connec­
tions between our behavior and what happened to us in the past. And that's all 
to the good. But Freud found it necessary to mediate functional relationships 
between behavior and the past with an elaborate mental apparatus. Freud 
thought that his great contribution was the discovery of the mental apparatus 
and not the discovery of the law of relationships. I would salvage from Freud 
those inter-relationships between behavior and environment. In Scierlce and Be­
havior, I reinterpret all the Freudian dynamisms as wavs in which the individual 
avoids punishments. 
In your writings and lectures, you seem to me to have rejected in terpersonal 
dynamics. Is this true? 
Interpersonal dynamics means nothing to me, because I don't know who these 
persons are who are so "inter." I don't believe that there is such a thing as 
making contact with the "inner" man. You can get to know the man well and 
get some glimpse of why he's doing what he's doing. You can make suggestions 
or, if you're indirect, you can wait for him to make suggestions and then try to 
reinforce like mad. But the whole idea that this is a confrontation and a kind 
of intercourse between persons is misleading. 
This question has two parts: First, what do you think that the average man can 
get out of your book Beyond Freedom and Dignity? Second, what is vour per­
sonal reaction to the kinds of response the book has received so far? 
It isn't an easy book. I don't think that there's an unnecessary sentence in it. 
It is a little hard going for the person who's been reading Every 'Woman Carl 
and expects that is how all best sellers read. I would suggest that if you are 
having a hard time reading my book, just read it twice. 
The general reaction has been to review me and not my book. The Neti.; York 
Times has asked me to write a short article on the reactions to my book. I'm 
thinking of calling it "Are My Critics rv[ad?" My first sentence would be, "And I 
mean insane and not angry." And then I would give Dostoeveski's prediction 
that man would never admit that his behavior is controlled. Rather than admit 
it , he would go mad. 
7 
Some 190 courses, ranging from 
"Philosophical Analysis of Theories of 
Mind" to "Marriage in the Seventies," have 
been sponsored by the General Studies 
Program since its inception in 1968. 
Designed to broaden the range of educational 
opportunities available to Washington 
University students, General Studies offers 
experimental, topical, and innovative 
courses, many student-initiated, that have 
brought both students and faculty new 
kinds of learning and teaching experiences. 
One General Studies class, "Discovering St. Louis 
Architectural and Urban Design History," used the City 
as a laboratory. Students a re shown in Tower Grove Park, 
with instructor architect Philip Cotton. 
By DIANE DANN 
o!fice of Publications 
GENERAL STUDIES: 
Experiments in Learning 
PERHAPS THE LEAST imaginative thing about the Gen­eral Studies Program at 'Vashington University is its 
elusive name. But what else would one call an innovative, 
free-flowing program, which has under one umbrella a 
course in Karl Marx, a seminar on ancient coins taught by 
both a chemist and an historian, student-faculty archae­
ological digs, and a non-credit course in plumbing? 
The General Studies Program was initiated in 1968 
on the recommendation of the College Planning Coun­
cil of the College of Arts and Sciences. Its purpose is to 
broaden the range of educational opportunities available 
to 'Vashington University students by providing innova­
tive and experimental courses. Some are topical , others 
are interdisciplinary, many are student-initiated. 
At any university, the formal scheduling of new courses 
requires a great deal of deliberation . Procedures are, of 
necessity, cumbersome and time-consuming. Within the 
College of Arts and Sciences at Washington University, a 
time-lag of one year from the inception of a course to its 
actual implementation is not unusual. Interdepartmental 
courses require even longer to coordinate. Through the 
General Shldies Program, courses can be offered on a 
temporary or provisional basis, and they may begin almost 
as soon as a qualified instructor is located. 
Since the program began, hundreds of course proposals 
have been considered by the General Studies Committee; 
190 have become reality. Although a few courses have 
not lived up to expectations, the majority of them have 
been innovative and substantive, offering students and 
faculty totally new kinds of learning and teaching experi­
ences. 
Last semester, for example, undergraduate students 
were able to enroll in a class in "Criminal Corrections: 
Treatment and Detention," taught by a member of the 
faculty of Washington University's George 'Warren Brown 
School of Social Work. Formerly, this type of course was 
available only to graduate students in social work. 
Through a course on "Discovering the Architectural 
and Urban Design History of St. Louis," taught by a 
practicing architect, students visited local architectural 
landmarks and compiled research which will be incor­
porated into the City archives . Possibly the most unusual 
interdisciplinary course was a seminar, "Coins as Mirrors 
of the Past," taught jointly by a chemist and a classical his­
torian. 
This fall , in addition to offering fourteen courses and 
six seminars, General Studies sponsored a program of re­
search assistantships, where students worked directly 
with faculty members on faculty research, and a Per­
son-to-Person Series, which enabled students and faculty 
to visit with such prominent members of the University 
community as Chancellor William Danforth, philosopher 
and writer William Gass, psychologist Robert Williams, 
and artist Lucian Krukowski. For the semester break In­
tersession, General Studies offered a full complement of 
non-credit courses. These ranged from a graphic com­
munications seminar, taught by faculty of the School of 
Fine Arts, to a course not entirely facetiously titled the 
"Metaphysical Problems of Plumbing," taught by the 
chairman of the philosophy department and dealing with 
the practical as well as the "profound" aspects of house­
hold plumbing. 
Each semester the program also compiles a catalogue, 
which lists, in addition to its own offerings, departmental 
courses which have no prerequisites and are suitable for 
non-majors wishing to expand their horizons. 
THE GENERAL STUDIES Program is multi-faceted and perhaps the easiest way to fix on what actually does 
and does not come under the heading of General Studies 
is to understand that all of these activities have at least 
one thing in common. They have been considered and ap­
proved by the General Studies Committee of the College 
of Arts and Sciences, a committee composed of six stu­
dents and six faculty members, with Dean Burton Wheeler 
presiding as a non-voting member. Essentially this com­
mittee has three functions and three sub-committees: a 
"big think" or "brain-storming" committee, which initiates 
(Continued on page 12) 
As the Gene ral Studies class in St. Louis architectural 
history learned , St. Louis boasts an exhaustive list 
of historically and architecturally significant structures. 
Weekly field trips took students to Bellefontaine 
Cemetery, Tower Grove Park, Flora, Shaw, Portland, 
and Westmoreland Places, the Eads Bridge, Cupples 
Station, the Wa inwright Building, the St. Louis 
Cathedral , and on an emergency miss ion to the 
Soulard neighborhood. 
While class sessions were devoted to field trips , 
students pursued individual research projects, talking 
to people, measuring buildings, sifting through patent 
records and building permits, compiling research to 
be incorporated into the City's archives. 
. As instructor Philip Cotton and his colleague, architect 
Gerhardt Kramer, explained in early class sessions, 
in addition to the many famous landmarks in St. 
Louis, there are countless other architecturally 
significant buildings, pa rticularly in blighted areas of 
tbe city, that need to be surveyed , documented , and 
photographed, so that they might ultima tely be 
preserved. 
An interes ting feature of TOlVer Grove Park is this 
bandstand , built in 1872. Originall y part of the es ta te 
of Henry ShalV. this magn ificent park lVas planned hy 
Shaw and English botanist James Gurney. 
Cotton's General Studies class made a Christmas visit 
to th e St. Louis Cathedral on Linclell. Thi s St. Louis 
landmark was designecl by architects Barnett , H aynes and 
Barne tt. Constru ction was begun in 1907. 
GENERAL STUDIES 
One day in mid-November, the class visited the Soul ard Among the notabl e tombs in Bellefontaine Cemetery is 
neighborhood , where resid ents were seeking an architec t's that of St. LOllis brewer Ellis vVainwright and his wife 
advice about buildings the city planned to demolish but area Charlotte Dickson Wainwright. Designcd by architect LOllis 
residents wished to preserve. Sullivan, it was built in 1892. 
Cotton meets with his 
students in the library of 
the Missouri Historical 
Society to discuss the 
students' independent 
research projects. 
programs like the Person-to-Person Series; a course f.or­
mulation committee, which studies course proposals, and 
an evaluation committee, which constantly keeps a 
watchful eye on the entire program. 
General Studies courses are of three basic types: ex­
perimental courses, where the approach or format is in­
novative; topical courses, dealing with current issues such 
as Asian revolution Or women's liberation; and interdisci­
plinary courses that cross traditional boundaries between 
schools as well as departments. 
The interschool courses are particularly revolutionary. 
According to Marlene Barrett, assistant dean of the Col­
lege of Arts and Sciences and coordinator of the General 
Studies Program, "Before General Studies, to the best of 
my knowledge, Arts and Sciences students rarely, if ever, 
had an opportunity to take courses in fine arts, social 
work, law, Or architecture. \Ve have offered courses in 
social welfare, the legal profession, contemporary medi­
cine, architecture, and painting. And now, paltially 
through our efforts, students are able to take courses and 
do research in these schools, as well as in the survey 
courses offered through General Studies." 
THE FORSYTH HOUSE Seminars, another outgrowth of the program, are evolutionmy, if not revolutionalY. A 
continuing complaint of freshmen and sophomores has 
been that they rarely have the opportunity to meet in­
formally with their instructors, as small research and dis­
cussion groups are most often reserved for upperclass­
men . The Forsyth House Seminars, designed primarily 
for freshmen and sophomores, provide close contact be­
tween students and faculty. The courses deal with a wide 
range of academic subjects and involve group discussions 
and independent research projects. 
How are General Studies courses born? The majority 
are suggested by students, some proposals are submitted 
by faculty members, and others come from the General 
Studies Committee itself. Although some proposals are 
clearly inappropriate or impractical, the vast majority 
have merit, and the Committee is committed to reviewing 
them with an open mind. The two most common rea­
sons for rejecting a course are poor conception and the 
inability to find someone qualified to teach it. 
In its hunt for instructors, the Committee begins with 
Washington University's own faculty, but is willing and 
often does go beyond the University community to look 
for qualified instructors . Outside instructors must then be 
approved and given a courtesy appointment by the de­
partment most closely related to the subject matter of 
the course. 
Spontaneity and flexibility are basic to the philosophy 
of the program, and one rule governing courses is that no 
General Studies course may be offered for more than two 
semesters. If, at the end of that period, the Committee 
feels a course should be continued, it presents a pro­
posal to the appropriate department, recommending that 
the course be retained on a permanent basis as a depart­
mental offering. To date, nine General Studies courses 
have been integrated into departmental curricula. 
Possibly one of the most successful experiments under­
taken by the General Studies Committee has been the 
undergraduate research assistantship program, where a 
student assists a faculty member with research. Each se­
mester, the Committee invites faculty members to re­
quest assistants. Research proposals are bound into a 
book, where students may look for projects compatible 
with their interests . Last semester, fifty-five students par­
ticipated, working on research projects in cancer biology, 
the Civil Rights movement, Guatemalan excavations, and 
a variety of other subjects. 
Since the program was introduced in the spring of 
1971, the response to it has been phenomenal. Mrs. Bar­
rett has on her desk a stack of testimonials from students 
and faculty alike . Students value the opportunity to work 
closely with a professor and to learn methodology as 
well as content. More than one student has emerged from 
a semester of work co-authoring a major piece of re­
search. 
The faculty , too , is enthusiastic. In commenting on her 
three research assistants, one faculty member said , "They 
are doing excellent work, proceeding with diligence, sen­
sitivity, and intelligence ... challenging me where they 
don't see my point. Perhaps the best way to sum up this 
experience is simply to say they are proving to be val­
uable colleagues." 
In those rare instances where the faculty-student re­
lationship is not successful, faculty members most often 
report that a student does not have sufficient time to de­
vote to the project . Conversely, students report that their 
responsibilities were poorly defined, too open-ended. One 
wrote, "The course was unstructured and practically un­
supervised. For someone who was sincerely interested 
in learning the material, it would have been successful. 
I cannot recommend it for an interested dilettante, which 
is what I am." 
Completely separate from the research assistantships is 
General Studies independent study, where a student 
works alone on his own project, under the supervision of 
a faculty member. Independent study is not new to ~lash­
ington University; it has and is being offered through 
numerous departments. But General Studies is often able 
to coordinate independent study projects for students whose 
areas of research do not fall within anyone established 
department and for those sophomores and juniors who 
are ineligible for the senior level departmental inde­
pendent study options. 
Initially, any innovative endeavor ell.l'eriences growing 
pains, and the General Studies Program has not been im­




sic misunderstanding among faculty members and stu­
dents as to just what General Studies is all about. Many 
faculty members were, and are, skeptical of the Program's 
free-flowing format; they question the program's ability 
to provide both experimental and quality education. 
Among some students, the Program developed a reputa­
tion for offering interesting, but easy courses. 
According to Mrs. Barrett, "\Ve got a reputation for 
being three easy credits . In the beginning, General 
Studies was in palt a response to student pleas for looser 
courses, in which students would actually help to de­
velop the curriculum. This failed miserably. The students 
did not have the skills nor in many cases the motivation 
to carry this through. In answer to the question, How 
would you make General Studies better? the students' 
llI1animous answer was, More structure." 
In an effort to provide more structure, the Committee 
IIOW requires that cOurse proposals spell out exactly what 
the professor will expect of his students and how many 
papers and exams will be assigned. Course proposals with 
sound subject matter, but that fail to detail the work that 
will be involved, are rejected. 
Continuing evaluation and improvement of the program 
Me as important to the Committee as any other aspects of 
its work; just as new and innovative courses are offered 
each semester, new and innovative methods of evalua­
tion have been tried, from questionnaires to open-ended 
tape recordings of student and faculty reactions. And 
most recently, the feedback has been largely positive. 
Faculty members who have taught General Studies 
courses are generally enthusiastic, for with few exceptions, 
they have returned to teach additional courses. They ap­
preciate the opportunity to teach new and different kinds 
of material and the opportunity to teach students who 
enroll in the course simply because the subject matter in­
terests them. 
But faculty members also note a number of phenomena 
peculiar to General Studies courses. General Studies 
courses are designed to provide students with a broad 
range of learning experiences. Most of the courses are 
taken outside of the student's major and many students 
opt for pass/ fail rather than a letter grade. The courses 
have no prerequisites and draw students from a diversity 
of educational backgrounds . For the professor, this pre­
sents a challenge: W11ere to pitch the course? How to 
provide material relevant to a wide range of students? 
A MORE SERIOUS problem arising out of these same char­acteristics is one of student commitment. In recent 
evaluations, faculty noted a tendency on the part of some 
students to place their General Studies courses lower 
than others on their list of priorities, cu tting classes more 
often, failing to complete aSSignments on time, dropping 
the courses toward the end of the semester when the de­
mands of their major courses became more pressing. 
Student evaluations of General Studies courses range 
from unqualified praise, "The best course I've taken in 
three years at Washington UniverSity," to a more con­
servative, "Yes, the course was worthwhile . No, it didn't 
live up to my expectations. But then few courses ever 
have." But some students, too, felt they invested less of 
their time, energy, and imagination in General Studies 
courses than in other courses. Generally, however, stu­
dents heartily endorse the program. 
BOTH AS Dean and as a non-voting member of the Com­mittee, Dean ""heeler has been closely associated 
with the General Studies Program. Commenting on the 
program as he sees it today, he said , "The General Studies 
Program is an attempt to provide some means of ad­
dressing certain curriculum problems we felt were not 
being addressed by the departments. In comparison with 
similar programs at other institutions, it has been very, 
very successful. I don't know of any device at any other 
institution that is as adaptive as is the General Studies 
Committee. It can move with dispatch; yet relies on de­
partments for the accrediting of faculty. We can, on the 
whole, maintain a high level of credibility with the facul­
ty and a high level of offerings. The potential is great." 
Looking ahead to the future , he cited three areas of 
concentration: the development of more interdisciplinary 
courses, a desire to involve more faculty members, and 
the need to establish a clearer sense of responsibility be­
tween student and faculty. 
"At the time the program was conceived," Dean Wheeler 
continued, "it was assumed it would be experimental and 
largely concerned with developing interdisciplinary 
courses. We have been experimental, but we have been 
less interdisciplinary than we would have liked. A sec­
ond problem is that of faculty involvement. It is difficult 
to find regular faculty members who have time to give 
to an additional course above and beyond their normaf 
course loads. Although we recruit professionals, teachers: 
from other schools, teaching assistants with excellence in 
a particular area, we do need ways of getting more of 
the regular facul ty involved. 
"Finally, the attitudes of some students have led them 
to commit themselves less energetically to these courses 
than others. Understandably they see their long-range fu­
tures resting upon the accomplishment of work in their 
disciplines. They take General Studies courses to extend 
their areas of interest. But one of the real goals and ad­
vantages of the General Studies Program is getting the 
student out of the role of spectator. If a student doesn't 
commit himself to these courses, he is losing that oppor­
tunity. Perhaps in General Studies , more than anywhere 
else, we have to have a clear-cut contract between faculty 
and students." 
In spite of confusion about what General Studies is 
and some skepticism about its experimental nature, the 
program is successfully broadening the educational of­
ferings at vVashington University, providing students and 
faculty with an opportunity to experiment with new sub­
ject matter and format . 
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CONFESSIONS OF A 
REPUBLICAN ACADEMIC 
My INITIAL inclination was to entitle this lecture "Two Years with the Enemy," in the spirit of Richard 
Dudman 's recent book, Forty Days With the Enemy. As 
you may know, that distingu ished correspondent of the 
St. Lovis Post-Dispatch was referring to his experiences 
as a captive of the Cambodians . I reall y do not wan t, 
however, to draw an y close parallels, p ar ticularly since 
my two yea rs with the Nixon Administra tion were quite 
voluntary. 
My wife, who usually allows me very considerable dis­
cretion in these ma tters, suggested that "Two Years Be­
fore the Mas t" might be more appropriate . In any event, 
upon reflection , I felt that an accurate title fo r this re­
port on a leave of absence would be "Confessions of a 
Republican Academic." 
As a starter, I should like to recall what is still a vivid 
experience- the very first college lectu re that I gave soon 
after I joined the Nixon Administration in 1969. At this 
Eastern college, I presented what I meant to be a very 
straightforward and low-key account of the extent to 
which college professors hac! been appoin ted to central 
policy positions in the new Administration. I went down 
what I thought was a very long and impressive list of in­
tellec tuals , ranging from members of the cabine t (the 
Secretaries of Agricu lture and Labor ) to key 'White House 
advisers , on both domestic and foreign policy, and extend­
ing through the subcabine t and operating agencies. 
I was tota lJy unprepared for and frankl y thrown, how­
ever, by the very fi rst ques tion that was tossed at me 
during the question and answer period: "How can you 
stand it in that Administra tion?" I believe that I finall y 
responded in a fairly flippan t manner to the effect th at 
I stopped beating my wife two weeks ago. I do think 
that I am somewhat better prepared now and, in effect, 
I would like to offer a delayed bu t perhaps more ade­
quate response to that essen tially nasty but nevertheless 
thought-provoking question. 
The passage of time tends not onl y to hea l wounds 
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but, more treacherously, leads to our remembering more 
of the pleasant than the unpleasant. These were not two 
years of uninterrupted joy, delight, or success. Truly, 
rather, it was an experience, and some of the lessons 
are quite ambivalent. 
For example, I came away with the strong belief in 
the need to change the way in which the Congress does 
its work and makes its dec isions. The oftentimes excessive 
concern with detai l and trivia is hardly conducive to 
high level decision making. More fundamentally, the no­
tion of one man one vote needs to be truly implemented 
in the deliberations of the Congress itself, particularl y 
a t the crucial committee and subcommittee levels, which 
tend to be so dominated b y a few senior members. 
Yet, simultaneously, I came away with indelible im­
pressions of many men of integrity , more than a few 
instances of quiet courage, and an overa ll atmosphere 
of just plain hard work and dedication . I believe that it 
is pertinent that we should bear in mind that my main, 
although not sole, rela tionship with the Congress was un­
successful; it was in connection with my responsibility 
for revenue sharing, a program that I was not able to 
see enacted during my two-year tour of duty. 
PE RHAPS THE MOST difficult point to get across is that the same person who on one occasion was an inspira­
tion, on another merely refl ected narrow parochial inter­
ests. To muddy the water further, I feel impelled to report 
that the man or woman who was progressive enough to 
support you on a given issue was Dot necessarily a foun­
tainhead of wisdom. Similarly, your opponent may very 
well have been a man of grea ter integrity and sincerity. 
Truly, I met no fascis t pigs among our elected repre­
sentatives, not that I would have voted for each incum­
bent if I were his or her constituent. 
Similarly, I well know that it is fashionable to lambaste 
the upper reaches of the Nixon Adminis tration for all 
sorts of sins of commission and omission. Now, certainly, 
An inside view of the Nixon administration from the vantage 
point of one of the highest policy-making positions in 
the Treasury Department was given by Dr. Weidenbaum 
in his inaugural address as Edward Mallinckrodt 
Distinguished University Professor, which is reproduced 
here. Professor Weidenbaum returned to the faculty this 
fall after serving for two years as Assistant Secretary of the 
Treasury for Economic Policy. One of the major figures in 
the planning of the wage-price free ze , he was the chief 
architect of the Nixon revenue-sharing plan and was 
termed by The New York Times "the nation's foremost 
academic specialist on military spending." 
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the cast of characters does not exclusively consist of 
lovable or shy or self-effacing men and women. I must 
bear witness to the fact, however, that the dominant im­
pressions that I bring back with me after more than two 
years of working with them, sometimes in very close re­
lationships, are positive-an abiding loyalty, intelligence, 
industry, and dedication to the public interest (of course, 
as they see it ) . 
To those of you "vho may be skeptical, I can only re­
peat the immortal words that Shakespeare placed in the 
mouth of Henry IV, "Hang yourself, brave Crillon. 'Ne 
fought at Arques and you were not there ." However, let 
us not forget the follow-on phrase-"but we love you all 
the same." 
I NCIDENTLY, CONJURING up the image of fighting at Ar­ques may be more than a matter of poetry. It was no 
secret in 'Vashington that at times I strongly disagreed 
with some of the policies of the Administration and that 
on occasion I made my views known fairly vociferously. 
Maybe that in itself was more than enough reason to make 
it all worth while. I did have ample opportunity to present 
my views, to argue for the things that I believed in, in the 
policy councils of the Administration. 
'Vhat I consider memorable about my experience in 
the Nixon Administration is that I was never put in the 
position of having to say, in public Or in private, any­
thing I did not personally believe in. The other side of 
that coin is that I never, in public, attacked the policies 
of the Administration. I must admit that sometimes that 
took more than a little self-restraint. But these two inter­
related rules of conduct, I believe, enable you simul­
taneously to maintain your integrity and your effective­
ness. 
Perhaps the biggest surprise was to find a juxtaposition 
of roles. In representing a supposedly conservative Ad­
ministration, more often than not, I found myself on 
the side of progress vis-a.-vis the status quo and special 
interests . Certainly, that was our position in promoting 
welfare reform, revenue sharing, a cleaner environment, 
stimulative budget deficits, and greater government 
spending. 
Let me cite some cases in point. The concern about a 
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cleaner environment has become widespread. However, 
economists-regardless of political persuasion-generally 
do not view the problem solely in terms of appealing to 
our sense of moral outrage. Rather, for example, we tend 
to think of practical changes in our economic system that 
would result in the creation of less pollution. A favorite 
method is to make the very act of polluting more expen­
sive than not polluting. The assumption we follow here 
is that most people and organizations pollute not because 
they are nasty and enjoy messing up the environment but, 
rather, they pollute because it is easier or cheaper or 
more profitable. 
The Nixon Administration acted on that approach. We 
suggested a tax on the lead going into gasoline. This 
would have encouraged motorists to switch to non-leaded 
gasoline, which should have helped reduce a major pol­
lution problem. 
Believe me, the initial public reaction was an eye­
opener. Aside from the environmentalists in the Admin­
istration, the friends of the environment generally sat 
on their hands. In fact, some of those ignorant of econ­
omics even chided us about selling so-called "licenses to 
pollute." After all, they seemed to reason, what did the 
Ni:wn Administration and particularly the green eye­
shade types in the Treasury care about the environment? 
But the industries that would have been affected by 
the tax quickly saw the point of our effor ts. They launched 
a strong counterattack. Only then, belatedly, did some 
of the more open-minded environmentalists realize that 
there must be something good in the Administration's 
approach. (Perhaps they recalled the old adage to the 
effect that the enemy of my enemy is my friend.) But by 
the time they saw the light and started to support us, 
it was too late, and the proposed tax on leaded gas did 
not pass. 
THAT WAS NOT the only instance of supposedly intelli­gent people abandoning their critical faculties and 
thinking in stereotypes. Yes, I resented the supposedly 
high-minded intellectual know-nothings who were too lazy 
to analyze the specific issue or proposal under considera­
tion but automatically pictured every Republican as the 
bad guy in the black hat. Now don't get me wrong. 
There are conservative intellectual know-nothings that 
react the same way to every Democratic initiative-and 
I find that just as offensive. 
Of course, it was the campaign to strengthen our Fed­
eral form of government by instituting a program of 
revenue sharing that was my personal traumatic experi­
ence. To many people, revenue sharing meant the Heller­
Pechman Plan, a method for Federal aid to state and 
local government developed and embraced by Democratic 
economists. As an aside and for the record-in the Ad­
ministration's promotional literature on revenue sharing, 
we plainly acknowledged the important roles played by 
Walter Heller and Joseph Pechman, as well as others­
Republicans, Democrats, and independents alike. Per­
haps not too surprisingly, I ran into some conselvative 
know-nothing types of opposition to revenue sharing be­
cause of the support by many Democrats. 
FROM THE OUTSET, however, the revenue-sharing plan presented by the Nixon Administration was developed 
jointly with the truly bipartisan leadership of the key 
state, city, and county organizations. And "developed 
jointly" is no figure of speech. The drafting sessions on 
the Administration's general revenue-sharing plan were 
held in my office at the Treasury. TI1e representatives of 
the state and local organizations who participated in 
those drafting sessions will tell you that it is as much 
their bill as the Administration's . 
That bipartisan pedigree, of course, didn't prevent 
some people from attacking the revenue-sharing plan for 
all sorts of alleged defects, such as shortchanging the 
central cities. Of course, the truth is the reverse, which 
is why big city mayors are among the most enthusiastic 
supporters of revenue sharing. But I wish I had a tape 
of the debate where I asked an opponent what factual 
support he had for the charge that our plan did not treat 
the big cities fairly. The answer was that he didn't need 
any special proof. He just knew that a Republican Ad­
minis tration would naturally favor the affluent suburbs 
where all the Republicans supposedly reside. In effect, 
there was a type of Gresham's Law at work. Bad informa­
tion (or really no information) drives out good. 
Indeed, the inclusion of local governments is the most 
difficult part of drafting a revenue-sharing bill. If you re­
call the original Heller-Pechman Plan, it left the local 
allocation to the state governments. I believed that we 
plowed some new ground in including cities and counties 
as well as state governments in the proposed program of 
general Federal aid. 
I BELIEVE that that was the basic compromise which obtained the strong support of all levels of govern­
ment. At the outset, we were fa ced with two choices. As 
you would expect, the states embraced the approach that 
would give them full discretion over the revenue-sharing 
money going to their area. 
Simultaneously, the cities and counties were advocat­
ing a proposal to bypass the states entirely and have the 
Federal Treasury make disbursements directly to local 
governments. It was clear that unless we could develop 
an approach that would gain the strong support of both 
groups, revenue sharing was dead. That new approach­
with the technician's somewhat forbidding label of "man­
datory pass-through"- did get the necessary public sup­
port. 
Under the mandatory pass-through, each state govern­
ment is required to pass through to every city and 
county in the state a share of the Federal funds as 
spelled out in the revenue-sharing statute. Each local 
government's share corresponds to its share of all reve­
nues raised in the state. 
Seriously, I wish I had a dollar for every ignoramus, 
or shall I say excessive partisan, who jumped to the con­
clusion-and tenaciously stuck with it despite all evi­
dence to the contrary-that because the distribution was 
based on revenues raised , the results would automatically 
favor the wealthier areas. My basic rebuttal is to offer 
the facts of the matter. Under the Nixon Administration's 
revenue-sharing plan, every central city gets a larger 
share-not just absolutely, but a larger per capita share­
than the suburban ring around it. That relationship holds 
true for each and everyone of the thirty largest metro­
politan areas. 
The reason is clear if you take the pains to study the 
subject before making up your mind. Each of the major 
central cities collects more revenue per capita than is 
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raised on the average by the suburban communities sur­
rounding it. Remember, the formula isn't based on how 
wealthy the community is but, in effect, on how hard it 
is h·ying to meet its needs through its own resources. 
I N RETROSPECT, I have to admit that, after sustaining two years of review and criticism of our revenue-sharing 
plan, there was a good deal of satisfaction in seeing the 
critics unable to come up with a better plan-although 
they certainly have tried. 
In any event, the effort to build nationwide support 
for revenue sharing was an exhilarating personal experi­
ence. If you have not done so, I truly hope that each of 
you gets the opportunity to crisscross this country, as I 
did, and particularly to meet and interact with business­
men (large and small), labor leaders, state legislators, 
county judges, town treasurers, and civic-minded house­
wives, in addition to our academic brethren. I don't mean 
this in a maudlin way, although I certainly met a goodly 
share of stupidity, incompetence, narrow-mindedness, 
and opportunism. Rather, I mean from the viewpoint of 
trying to develop a national consensus on a basic policv 
question out of a variety of apparently localized and 
specialized concerns and considerations. Really, a modern­
day Chautauqua circuit can be a most exhilarating experi­
ence. 
On the basis of mv recent Washington experience, 
have added some economists to the list of True Believers 
of whom to be wary. Despite the sophistication of their 
mathematics and theoretical constructs, I have concluded 
that those with a rigid, all-purpose cure for our economic 
ailments have done us a great disservice. At times, thev 
remind me of the old Steve Allen TV routine-"Here is 
the answer, now what is the question?" 
Models can be useful pedagogical and analytical de­
vices, but at times it seems that they can develop a 
world of their own. Their practitioners can perhaps un­
wittingly fall into the trap of assuming that the real 
world just has to conform to their model. "After ail, who 
has a better modeF''' is often the stock response of the 
cavalier model builder. 
Perhaps unfortunately, the first two years of the Nixon 
Administration tended to coincide with the heyday of 
the monetarist approach to national economic policy. Of 
course, the two factors may not have been totally indepen­
dent. At least some of the practitioners of the monetarist 
doctrine seemed to say that making necessary changes 
in the stock of money in the economy would suffice to 
attain the desired goals of economic policy, such as re­
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ducing inflation or illcreasing employment. Thankfully, 
at least I recall no claims for curing baldness or altering 
fertility. 
In any event, it will take a considerable passage of 
time for me to forget the many occasions on which I 
heard True Believers tell me, "The inflation just has to 
slow down. Look what's been happening to the money 
supply." And later, "The economy just has to turn up 
rapidly. Look what's been happening to the money sup­
ply." Wasn't it Gertrude Stein who said that the h·ouble 
with Americans is that they always try to simplify things 
instead of attempting to understand complexity? 
Certainly the Administration's new economic policv 
actions in the last three months have demonstrated an 
open-mindedness to new approaches. The generally fa­
vorable and often enthusiastic public reaction is quite 
noteworthy and is in striking contrast to the handwringing 
forecasts of failure on the part of those whose advice 
was not followed in these innovations. Of course, some 
luck certainly would be most welcome. 
Before concluding, I do need to dispose of two ques­
tions that I frequently get : "Would you have gone to 
vVashington if you had the chance to reconsider on the 
basis of what you know now?" and "\'Vould you recom­
mend that any of us take a post in the government if 
we get the opportunity?" 
The first question is the easier to answer. Of course 
I'm glad that I went and had a chance to observe, par­
ticipate in, and, hopefu1Iy, influence government policv 
making. As to the second question, it is always harder to 
answer for someone else. Certainly, I hope that many of 
you do get the opportunity for a government position 
and that you take it. 
BEYOND THIS apologia por vita mea, I can only recall for you a visit from one of Ralph Nader's Raiders 
shortly before I left the Treasury. He came to tell me that, 
after meeting with some of us and see ing how we per­
formed our duties, he was changing his mind about gov­
ernment service. He now thought that it was possible to 
try to do some good without compromising yourself. At 
some point in his career, he added, he'd like to work at 
the Treasury. Life does have some pleasant surprises, even 
after you're forty. 
Perhaps I can sum up this report by saying that all I 
have learned from my recent stay in \'Vashington is that 
Pogo may be right after all: "I have met the enemy and 
he is us." 
Fijty years ago this past spring, Faye Cashatt Lewis 
became the first woman to receive the Doctor of Medicine 
degree tram Washington University School of Medicine 
FAYE LEWIS/M.D.1921 

APRETTY GIRL whose long heavy brown hair was tied back with a blue ribbon stood in front of the regis­
tration table at the Washington University School of 
Medicine. When the registrar had officially noted her ar­
rival and entry into the junior class as a transfer student, 
Faye Cashatt turned to go. As an afterthought, she 
turned back to ask, "How many other girls are there in 
the class?" 
The registrar in that fall of 1919 looked lip a bit 
puzzled. "'Why, you are the only one," she answered. 
"Oh, my," recalls Dr. Faye Cashatt Lewis, "my heart 
sank. I felt just terrible. I thought, 'What have I got 
myself into.' " 
"You know," she says with a faint smile, "I wouldn't 
have purposely been the first woman for anything. But I 
came to think before the year was over that I was prob­
ably better situated than to have to take my chances 
with one or two other "vomen. \Ve might have had dif­
ferent ideas, we might not have gotten along very well , 
but we would have been lumped together and separated 
from the men. 
"As it was, the men had to take me in. I was so in­
nocent and naive, I think they felt sorry for the predica­
ment I was in, so they just helped me in every way. All 
of this hostility that women-libbers feel, I just can't go 
along with. My classmates were as good to me as they 
could be. I thought that their attitude was that they 
wouldn't have gone out to look for me, but that they 
were stuck with me , so they better see me through . 
"When our first tests were coming up, several of them 
came to me to tell me that one of our professo rs had 
never been in favor of women in medicine and that they 
were afraid he'd flunk me out, given half a chance. I 
thought they were right, so I carried that textbook around 
By DOROTHEA WOLFGRAM 
to study everywhere I went for the next week. And they 
used to give me painters whenever they thought I might 
be in trouble." 
So it was that in 1921 Faye Cashatt became the first 
woman to receive the Doctor of Medicine degree from 
\Vashington University. 
Talking to Dr. Faye Cashatt Lewis tod ay, one gets 
the impression that the whole thing happened by chance. 
And so it may have . But one wonders, for Faye Lewis is 
a remarkable woman filled with humanity, humility, com­
mon sense, and an almost electrifying energy. 
Although she and her husband, medical-school-class­
mate Dr. William B. Lewis, are now retired, they both 
practiced medicine for many years: he for more than 
forty-five, and she for nearly thirty. In addition the 
Lewises are the parents of three children and Dr. Faye 
is the author of three books. She is currently working on 
a fourth and has in mind a fifth. 
DR. FAYE'S entry into medical school at Washington University does seem somewhat fated. Her parents 
had moved to the Rosebud Indian Reservat ion in South 
Dakota when it was opened to settlers , so Faye had en­
tered the University of South Dakota as an undergraduate. 
But since the state was so sparsely populated, the univer­
sity offered only the first two years of preclinical training 
in medicine and sent its students to other professional 
schools in more populated centers for clinical training. 
Most South Dakota students had been going to the Uni­
versity of Illinois. 
The year before Faye was to transfer, however, a 
young man named Alton Ochsner, later founder of Ochs­
ner Clinic in New Orleans, had come to Washington Uni­
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then a famed surgeon and professor at Illinois, believed 
Alton should go to Washington rather than Illinois. So 
Faye Cashatt, who had never been in a large city, had 
a choice and decided that St. Louis sounded like a place 
she could cope with more easily than Chicago. 
"Since there was one other girl in my class at South 
Dakota, I never dreamed Washington University wouldn't 
have several women in medicine," she recalls. But the 
school had accepted its first women as freshmen the year 
before, and entering as a junior, Faye was alone and in 
the lead. 
I MMEDIATELY after graduation, Dr. Faye interned in Halstead, Kansas, and worked for a year in a hospital 
in Kalamazoo, Michigan, before marrying "\"1. B.," as she 
and the townspeople of Webster City, Iowa, came to call 
her husband. They moved to a small Iowa town and then 
to Webster City, a community of about 12,000, where 
W. B. could better concentrate on specializing in surgery. 
"For a long time, while our children were growing up, 
I was out of medicine. In my day it was a choice between 
marriage or a career. That's one respect in which I go 
along with women's lib. Sex shouldn't have anything to 
do with determining an individual's intellectual pursuits. 
Men or women ought to be able to do what they want 
with their own minds." 
But for these years Dr. Faye's life must have been 
filled with challenge and humor, for it is the experiences 
of this period which make up her first book, Doc's Wife, 
published by Macmillan Company in 1940. 
Then came World War II, when W. B., as well as 
many other Webster City physicians, was serving in the 
Armed Forces . Dr. Faye's colleagues urged her to re­
turn to active practice. "I hadn't exactly been out of 
touch, since my husband was a physician; but oh, I had 
so much to learn. I was saying once that I realized how 
much of a responsibility I was then to the two doctors 
who took on my retraining. I depended on them so much 
and they had to do so much for me. One of my colleagues 
said recently, 'And they are both dead now, aren't they?' 
r said that I'd thought of that more than once." 
It is this kind of warm humor and realism that must 
have characterized Dr. Faye's practice, for they char­
acterize her books. Patients, Doctors and Families, pub­
lished by Doubleday in 1967, and A Doctor Looks at 
Heart Trouble, Doubleday, 1970, are both no-nonsense 
books about doctors and medicine written for lay audi­
ences. 
Someone said after reading them that Faye Lewis 
either must be an aloof, hard-headed physician or a 
woman of deep and abiding faith in the human capacity 
to understand and comfort others. No one else could 
look at medicine and patients with such disarming 
sagacity. In a chapter of Patients, Doctors and Families 
entitled "Why I Go On Liking Patients," she writes, 
"True, we general practitioners do learn of most of the 
seamier occurrences in our communities. But knowing 
something of the turmoil that is back of so many ignoble 
deeds often causes us to ask ourselves, 'In the same cir­
cumstances would I have done any better?'" And later 
she confides, "I think most family doctors know domestic 
situations in which, if murder were committed, we should 
be reluctant to give testimony for the prosecution." 
"I think a doctor should always be on the patient's 
side," she says. "He has to see what the patient's motiva­
tions are and defend his frailties. The doctor may have 
to be on a patient's side, against his family, or the other 
way around. Doing what is best for him may not be do­
ing what he wants. At least half the time it isn't. 
"I always try to be kind. That might mean there are 
things that I won't tell a patient. In fact, one of the little 
projects which I have in mind is to write a book about 
things doctors never tell their patients. In the preface I 
try to explain the admonition of Hypocrates which says 
that the first duty of a physician is 'to do no harm.' 
Physicians and patients think of the active things a doctor 
does for a patient, but there is another service that is 
protective. 
"You can't let a patient see how little chance you 
think he has, how frail he is, how little is being ac­
complished. When a patient of 85 comes to me com­
plaining of being tired all of the time, I want to say, 
'Well, what do you expect at your age?' but that wouldn't 
help much, so I try to adopt the attitude that there is 
always something which can be done in understanding 
and hope, if not in medicine." 
H ERE DR. LEWIS stopped. "What I'm always interested in is patients and their reactions," she mused. "Per­
haps I should have been a psychiatrist." 
To which someone said, "Perhaps you are." 
Dr. Faye's eyes sparkled a bit and a becoming girlish 
blush spread over her cheeks. Then she laughed, "Well," 
she said, "at any rate, I'm old enough to have developed 
common sense, if I'm ever going to have it." 
W. B. would have teased her about her impishness had 
he witnessed that moment. And to think that in 1919 
\yhen he realized that he'd drawn the only girl in the 
class as a partner in outpatient neurology, he said, "\Vell 
that's just my luck. Fifty men in the class and I have to 











IT IS A universally accepted law that we elders not only walked farther to school than today's 
students, but we also studied longer and harder 
once we got there. 
The immutability of this law can be vigorously 
questioned, however, by someone who takes the 
trouble to walk to a campus library these days and 
take a look for himself at the student scene. An 
elder will find that the amount of studying going on 
has reached alarming proportions. In fact, it even 
upsets some young people. In November, a Yale 
student went so far as to complain in a letter to 
the school paper that "all my friends are 
Monday-n ight-at-the-I i bra ry frea ks." 
The situation seems equally serious at 
Washington University's John M. Olin Library. 
Library officials have statistics that show student 
and faculty use of the library has been increasing 
steadily since the facility was opened in 1962 and 
that use of the library increased 20 per cent this 
year over 1970-7l. 
Rather than undertake the usual in-depth 
political analyses of student trends, we decided on 
a radical course of action. This was to go to the 
library and ask students why they keep going there. 
Obviously, it is a handy place to check out books 
for classes and find reference material; but there 
could be other factors at work when a student 
chooses to carry his books to the library 
throughout the year rather than study at home 
or in the dormitory. The following unscientific but 
quite random poll was made just before the 
semester break, the week before Christmas. 
Larry Blume, a junior from Rochester, N.Y., 
commented that the library was a great deal more 
quiet than the dorms, but, he added, "Olin is a 
social gathering place, too-everyone comes here 
to study." When he chooses to isolate himself, 
however, he pointed out that the library "has an 
open stack policy and there are many good places 
tucked away among the books where you can 
study." Tim Kennan, a freshman from Aurora, Ohio, 
agreed that the quiet atmosphere helps, and 
confessed, "I tend to want to go and talk to 
somebody in the dorms." "During exam periods," 
he continued, "there often is standing-room-only, if 
you come here between 7 and 8 p.m." If the library 
is too crowded, he joins his roommate, a physics 
major, at the physics library in Compton 
Laboratory. 
Shelley Zide, a senior from St. Louis, had a point 
of view that differed from most of the students 
questioned. When the library is less crowded and 
thus more quiet, he finds this silence distracting. 
"Then you notice the slightest things, like 
someone dropping a pencil or whispering. They 
ought to pipe in some background music so you 
wouldn't notice these distractions." Zide, like two 
other students polled, said he often reads the 
newspapers at Olin. 
AT THE other end of the spectrum, Bruce 
J-\. Crabtree, a senior from Nashville, Tenn., 
emphasized that he sometimes enjoys the 
incidental distractions. He said that while the 
dorms were too noisy for sustained study, "The 
neatest part of the library is the staircase­
watching the students go up and down is like 
seeing kinetic sculpture. The fifth floor has 
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windows, and I like that, too." He added, "I do find liked to see my friends, too. The undergraduates 
the stacks useful for some of my English courses­ could always be found in the reserve room. There 
checking books out saves me from buying a lot was a social factor." 
of texts. I usually look at the exhibits on the main Perhaps a friendly atmosphere is essential to 
level and go to the rare book room. For example, many students for productive studying and in 
I saw a letter from Andrew Nelson Lytle on display motivating them to return to a particular library. In 
there. He's a writer-in-residence at the University a novel by Richard Brautigan about a very unusual 
of the South and I know about him because I'm library-one where authors checked in their 
from that part of the country." otherwise unwanted manuscripts for posterity-its 
Catherine Luh of St. Louis, who last year librarian touched on something that all popular 
received her master's degree in Asian Studies from libraries probably share: "And you have to be 
the University and now works at the library, friendly, too. To make the person and the book feel 
recalled that she spent considerable time as an wanted-because that's the main purpose of the 
undergraduate studying at Olin. But, she added "I library." 
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Professor Fox, who eamed his degree in veterinary medicine and his Ph.D. from the University of 
London, is a recognized international authority on animal behavior. His research has centered on 
wolves, foxes, and crosses of coyotes and beagles, as well as domestic dogs. In February, his new 
book Understanding Your Dog will be published by Coward, McCann and Geogehan. Given here 
are excerpts from two chapters of the new book, portions of which first appeared in Dogs magazine. 
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS 
WANTED TO KNOW 
ABOUT YOUR DOG * 
*But haven)t been able 10 ask hz'm 
By MICHAEL W. FOX 
A ssociate Professor ot P sycholo gy 
THE MORALITY OF DOGS, WOLVES , 
AND MEN 
MAN Y PEOPLE say how much they prefer the company of dogs-or of children os 0 second choice, perhaps 
-over the company of adult people. They feel more at 
ease, they believe that dogs are moral creatures, totally 
honest and incapable of deceit. Like children, dogs never 
cover up their emotions, but always express their feelings 
openly. They are so easy to read since they have a 
straightforward communication repertoire ... which even 
a child can quickly comprehend. A child laughing or a 
dog wagging its tail and horizontally retracting its lips into 
a grin are displays that directly express what the individu­
al is feeling. 
Both dog and child (the latter until perhaps about ten 
or eleven years of age) are incapable of "disguising" their 
feelings-feelings that are expressed eloquently in the "si­
lent language" of body posture, movements, and facial ex­
pressions. We can read this language, and can often rec­
ognize the phony or artificial cover-up smile of an adult 
or adolescent. A small twitch at the comer of his mouth, 
a momentary furti ve movement of the eyes or agitated 
movement of the fingers gives the show away. We see 
through the adult's masquerade, and consequently feel ill 
at ease. The genuine openness of unsophisticated children 
and of dogs is certainly preferable to the company of such 
people who make us feel unsure of how they really feel 
about us. 
One of the main reasons why the dog can be such a 
close companion to man is because the dog has a very 
clear silent language, which is very similar to ours, that 
anyone can soon learn to read. And perhaps vice versa? 
My own two wolves are perhaps even more expressive and 
totally open and honest about their feelings than many 
breeds of dog. They are also extremely at tentive to my 
own nuances. Admittedly there are many pet dogs that al­
so have this ability to sense the mood of their owners . 
Some people go so far as to say that such animals must 
have ESP, but in fact, these animals are simply superb ob­
servers of a silent language that is shared by both human 
and canine species. It is only man , as he matures, who ap­
pears to be capable of deceit , although I often wonder 
about some domesticated dogs who may seem to deceive 
·the observer, but who in reality simply cannot express 
themselves clearly because of pendulous ears, lips, 
stumped tails, and hair all over their faces. 
We are fortunate that wolves and a few other dog rela­
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tives are alive today so that we may understand "pure" 
canine behavior uncontaminated by domestication. In a 
few remaining wilderness and conservation areas, and un­
der less ideal conditions of captivity these studies are be­
ing conducted, for they may help us understand not only 
our dogs, but also ourselves. Racial and cultural differ­
ences in man, which are a product of cultural evolution, 
are to some extent comparable to breed differences in the 
dog, which are a product of domestication (selective 
breeding or artificial selection) . 
B ESIDES THE CLOSE similarities in facial expressions in man and dog, and the fact that canines and children 
share a "total honesty," there are other similarities in the 
social life of canines which closely resemble the moral and 
ethical codes of man. Respect for another's personal dis­
tance is seen in both man and dog. Vie do not stand too 
close to strangers, and if we accidentally bump agains t 
them in the street, we automatically apologize. People, ac­
cording to their cultural background, as well as their fa­
miliarity with each other, have different personal distances. 
Wolves respect each other's personal distance, but the 
leader wolf, however, has the greatest freedom, and can 
"presume" upon others and break into their personal 
spheres. Other wolves behave submissively, yet they, the 
subordinates, will attempt to enter into the personal 
sphere of the leader. They crawl on their bellies and show 
submission, but at the same time wag their tails and at­
tempt to lick his face. 
In the various breeds of dog, we find some that are very 
intolerant of strangers entering their personal sphere. They 
will attack, often unmercifully. This intolerance is a prod­
uct of selective breeding, characteristic of some terriers, 
and as a consequence they are less gregarious than bea­
gles, for example. When people and animals are crowded 
together, all morality, dignity, and principles break down 
if the individual's personal sphere is shattered. Some races 
of people, species of animals, and breeds of dogs can tol­
erate more crowding than others, because their personal 
spheres of distance requirements are smaller. Man can 
protect his by building walls and other structures, and 
modern architecture does help us to adapt to crowded 
work conditions, for example. But we often feel the stress , 
become more irritable and our morals give way to fru stra­
tion and aggression. If we placed a dozen fox terriers in 
a small pen, severe fightin g might break out in some 
strains, and a number of dogs might be killed, yet we 
might be able to keep forty beagles peacefully in the same 
space. 
D ogs, wolves, and men also react if their territories are 
trespassed upon. Territories include the den area and the 
hunting range in wolves. In nature, an imals respect each 
other's territory, principally through fear, for the posses­
sor, or the resident pack, is usually dominant. Dominant 
only on their own territory, however, where they have the 
initiative; possession is nine-tenths of the law of domi­
nance. In a stranger's territory, you are subordinate. Once 
established, territories space animals out, and peace 
reigns, for there is mutual respect (or fear) of territorial 
rights. The wolf pack and in the Arctic, domestic pack> 
of huskies, will violently defend their territories against in­
truders, but they do not violate the territories of others. 
Similarly our domesticated dogs behave in the same wav; 
a miniature poodle can drive away a St. Bernard if it en­
ters its property, and the latter withdraws discreetly, ac­
cepting the tiny resident dog's superiority. In man, these 
territorial rights are supported and upheld by legal rights. 
because the biological laws themselves are apparently in ­
sufficient for our own species! 
Again under conditions of more crowded living or ot 
shortage of food, animals and people will more aggressive­
ly defend their territories against impoverished, desperate 
intruders who violate their territorial boundaries. This is 
war, in its most basic, biological form. But it is rare in ani­
mals ; the non-breeding non-tenants usually migrate or die. 
'Volves show mercy and compassion. When a weaker 
wolf loses a dispute and displays its submission, the su­
perior's aggression is "cut off." The fight ceases abruptly. 
Such chivalry was part of the ritual of hand-to-hand com­
bat, but since the advent of more efficient weapons that 
can be used over greater distances, chivalry in war h il~ 
virtually been eliminated. The soldier merely pushes a 
button, and never sees the pain and suffering of his en­
emy, nor does he hear their pleas for mercy and compas­
sion. Technology of war makes man not immoral, but 
amoral; chivalry is dead. 
'Volves, some men, and some dogs will display their 
weapons, but not use them. The display is a threat, a ritu­
al between two contestants; the teeth are displayed but 
rarely used . The subordinate in such a "cold war" encoun­
ter loses face and is allowed to back off unharmed. The 
superior never pursues to attack him. Occasionally the su­
perior wolf may bite a rival, but the bite is controlled or 
inhibited if the rival immediately submits to his domi­
nance. What makes man or dog lose control? Suddenly the 
man shoots, even though the threat display of his gun is 
sufficient to subdue an adversary. In one instant he be­
comes a murderer, a SOCiopath, even though he may be 
protected by the law or by a badge. Similarly, dogs occa­
sionally lose their control of inhibition , and threat becomes 
an attack. I am forced to the conclusion that such dogs , 
a product of domes tication and possibly of improper rear­
ing, have no bite inhibition and in a sense are sociopaths. 
Other cases of dogs Clttacking people without any appar­
ent control often occur when a person insists on approach­
ing a strange dog without reading its intention or without 
giving the dog a chance to read his . 
THERE HAVE BEEN many reports of the incredible hero­ism and loyalty of certain dogs. They defend the home 
aga inst intruders, warn the owners of danger such as fire , 
or rescue a drowning child. Are such actions purely in­
stinctual, or are they at some higher altruistic level? I am 
inclined to think it is most certainly the latter. What I 
have found in the wolf is that the individual has a grea t 
allegiance to the pack, and in the domesticated dogs, his 
pack companions are human beings. This relationship is 
the consequence of early socialization. Therefore, I regard 
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the cases of heroism and loyalty as not really as fantastic 
as they are thought to be. Such actions are within the 
natural capacities of dogs and wolves. The dog's "pack" 
consists mainly of human beings, and to them he 'viII 
show the same deep allegiance as one wolf will for his 
wolf pack companions. 
Dogs have to be trained to attack, and many fail the 
course not because they are timid but because they are 
well socialized to people, and like wolves have a tremen­
dous built-in inhibition about inflicting physical injury on 
their human pack-companions. Some breeds though, are 
much easier to train than others for attack and guard 
work , so there may be genetic factors operating. Or are 
there? Many such dogs fail the course because the trainer 
cannot break down the dogs' natural inhibitions against 
attacking. 
It is another question why these biological and cultural 
inhibitions break down in man. There are many factors 
that can turn man against man, that can make man com­
mit genocide or massacre unarmed people. Something 
seems to "click," and the trained dog or soldier appears 
to act automatically, as though the adversary was an ob­
ject, a different being, an alien. Such instant breaking of 
the social bond, the allegiance for fellow man, enables one 
to attack and to kill even one's brother, when one's dis­
torted (and trained-in-doctrinated) mind perceives him 
as an alien (because he has different beliefs or is of a dif­
ferent culture or color). 
There are recorded cases of faithful dogs suddenly at­
tacking their owners when the owner accidently falls, for 
example. In that split second, the dog may not recognize 
the owner struggling on his back, and he either backs off 
fearfully or attacks defensively . Occasionally dogs roam­
ing in the woods have killed children. Perhaps the chil­
dren were rolling around and were for one fatal moment 
not quite human. Or perhaps the dogs, like human hunt­
ers, were "trigger happy." They were tuned to respond to 
the slightest movemen ts in the cover, and attacked auto­
matically. This is one reason perhaps why hunter has shot 
fellow-hunter, or cow, or even child on a bicycle. \Ve ex­
cuse his actions, but few will excuse the dog, who is in­
stantly branded a "killer." As a dog that has "reverted" to 
its wild instinctual state, even though he is loyal and trust­
worthy at home, few owners and no neighbors would al­
low such an animal to live . But dog, like man, will react 
automatically or instinctively under certain circumstances 
-in this case not savagely or murderously-but purely 
to kill effiCiently as a hunter in response to a moving ob­
ject. 
I have heard occasionally of dogs biting their owners 
or other people for no apparent reason. When we dig into 
these incidents, two things often come up. First, the own­
ers have been too lenient, too permissive with the d og 
during its infancy. With such lack of discipline, some dogs 
remain perpetual puppies, enjoying the indulgences of 
their owners, but others as they mature, attempt to be­
come the dominant ("leader wolf") of the household . And 
some succeed . Such rivalry and testing of the owners for 
social status is really quite normal. In any group-wolf, 
dog or human, one individual will be a leader, and if there 
is no clear leadership, some fighting or conflict breaks out 
until a leader is established. Then a kind of pecking order 
or social hierarchy exists, which in fact brings peace 
through order. Each individual knows his or her place, 
and there is no further conBict or fighting. An individual 
that has not learned his place is socially maladjusted; he 
has no respect for authority, social order, and shows no 
mercy for subordinates. These abnormalities, coupled with 
a lack of social conscience and morality in both dog and 
human being, are principally a consequence of early rear­
ing experiences: the parents of either pup or child clearly 
have a tremendous responsibility. 
We have learned one more thing from wolves and other 
wild dogs that is perhaps a lesson-a red light of warning j

to man. They do not "overkill"; they never pick out the 

prize animal of the herd, like the perverted white trophy 1 

hunter who attempts and unfortunately too often succeeds 

in so doing. The wolf pack has an almost mystic or cosmic 

relationship with its prey-be it caribou, deer or dall 

sheep. Only the weakest, the oldest, and the sickest are 

killed off, and this kind of "pruning knife" effect is of im­

mense value to the herd, for otherwise they might multi­

ply too fast and eat themselves out of all available food 

in one or two generations. The wolf pack serves an invalu­

able purpose in regulating their numbers and in control­

ling the quality of the herd. The most remarkable thing, 

though, is the fact that even in times of plenty, the wolf 

pack does not increase in size, nor does it over-kill. 

Through very complex social birth control mechanisms, 

the pack maintains the same size year after year. 

S
OME SAY that dogs could never have evolved from 
wolves because they are so aggressive toward dogs 

that intrude onto their territory, Certainly domestication 

has had a great influence on canine behavior, much in the 

same way as cultural evolution has affected our own be­

havior. The average pet dog has transferred his pack al­

legiance and identity to the human family with whom he 

now lives, and the territory that he defends is their home 

and property. It is indeed a very compatible relationship , 

On "neutral" territory, such as in the neighborhood park, 

dogs and people are friendly, and can enjoy each other's 

company without having to defend either territory or 

status, But both dog and man will retaliate even in the 

park if that crucial personal sphere is violated, 

An adult dog or human being normally tolerates intru­
sions into the personal sphere if the intruder is an infant, 
a clearly subordinate individual or an attractive member 
of the opposite sex. But a person from another culture, or 
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a breed of dog with a very different personal distance, 
may intrude on and offend the other. Friendly intentions 
may be misinterpreted, and such misreading may lead to 
mutual avoidance or even to fightin g . This is something 
that man is a t las t beginn ing to comprehend. Perh aps fu­
ture peace treaty discuss ions and other interna tional con­
frontations on some "neutral territory" might progress 
more smoothly and have a more fruitful outcome, when 
both parties understand and respect each other's cultural 
differences . For beneath these differences are the mutuall y 
shared feeli ngs and qualities of human beings that desire 
peace and unity, but are afraid and defensive when faced 
with others that they do not understand and with vvhom 
they cannot fully communicate. 
The social life and morality of wolves and wild dogs in 
nature, and of the domesticated dog adapted to the social 
lives of their owners , provide us with a wealth of infor­
mation. This kn owledge gives us not only a deeper insight 
into our own nature, but also into the ways in wh ich our 
cu ltural stalldards, and ethical and moral codes can affect 
others. To accep t the fact that an imals have certain codes 
and standards is a beginning, a loosening up of our self­
cen tered or e thnocen tric outlook. ' ''Ie may then begin to 
understand and communicate at a meanin gful level once 
the barriers of cu lture, of fear and distrust are brokcn 
down. It is often hard to realize that the dog on the other 
side of the fence has the same emotions, hopes and suspi­
cions, and is a member of the same species, when his ap­
pearance is so very different in terms of size, color or some 
other distinguishing feature that makes him appear alien 
in form and behavior. 
SOME PROBLEMS OF DOMESTICATION­

FOR lvlAN AND DOG 

Few of us are really one hundred percent happy with 
our lot. There's something just out of reach, a promise of 
e ternal SUllse t over the next hill , and the grass is a lways 
greener on the other side of the fence. Every man, or 
Everyman, faces countless fru stra tions , many of wh ich are 
enforced culturall y, by the way in which he was raised 
and by the culture in which he now lives. He must con­
form to certain social codes, even if deep dO\Vll he doesn't 
believe in them, or even if the y were opposed to the basic 
des ires and drives of human nature. I t was F reud's genius 
that first recognized how many of the emotional problems 
of mankind stem from early rearing and from frustration 
of man 's basic instincts by various social repress ions. 
vVh erever man is, somewhere in his cu lture we find the 
dog, in a particular place, fulfillin g certain functions that 
ench cu lture hns allotted man's closest compan ion. In one 
cu lture the dog mny be purely utilitnrian, and a vitnl part 
uf the economy. An Eskimo without dogs to pull his sled 
and to smell out seals from their brea thing holes , would 
be lost. He is totall y dependent on his dogs and much of 
his life and culture revo lves arou nd dog- and sea l. In 
other cultmes, the dog is used exclusively for herding cat­
tle or sheep, or for huntin g, for coursing game in the 
deser t, or he is kept as a food item, that until ea ten is a 
ni ce companion for the children to piny with and keeps 
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down the vermin in the village. A more general use of 
dogs common to man y cultures is tha t of a companion 
nnd guard. 
Now in the very diverse culture developed by modern 
VVestern man, we find the dog in the many diverse roles 
enumerated above (with the exception of the food role) 
nnd there are many different breeds now more or less stan­
dardized. Most can be clnssiBed according to their utility 
function: terriers, bird dogs, trail or scent hounds, coms­
ing hounds, guard dogs, etc . Certain traits such as trail­
following, pack-hunting, and guarding instinct, were mng­
nified or enhanced throu gh selective breeding. In some 
cases we find that the dog reflects the human culture that 
developed it; thus an agrarian or fnrming culture devel­
oped guarding and herding dogs , hun ting communities de­
veloped hunting dogs especially fitted to the terrain and 
kind of animal tha t was hunted. 
These traits have been pn'served in many breeds from 
the Middle Ages, when only the landed gen try used dogs 
for pleasure, unt il no"v, when Everyman can enjoy his 
sporting or working dog, be it for sled racing competi­
tions, sheep-herding or a gunc10g trail-or for treeing 
coons. The service provided by sllch dogs is really non­
essential to the economic surviva l of vVestern man , in 
sharp contrnst to other cultures that were once, or still are 
very much dependent on the working dog. In the diverse 
culture in which we now li ve, working dogs still work, of 
course, as farm dogs, herders, guards , and hunters, but 
only a small segment of people really need the dog in the 
economic sense. The modern working dogs now fit new 
roles, as social or "club" cards. Their basic instincts, which 
have been "brought out" through selective breeding, are 
still of value to the owner, remai n unchanged. 
A few new tasks for working dogs have evo lved in our 
Western culture, one guid ing the blind , another mine-de­
tecting for the arm y . . Again utilizing basic trai ts and in­
stinctual patterns of suitable b reeds, mnde "access ible" by 
selective breeding, W estern man continues to evo lve "spe­
cialist" dogs for selected jobs. 
A new "s lot" for the dog is afforded in all cultures that 
have some degree of affluc nce. It is only then that we cal l 
indulge ourselves with dogs "for their own sake," and con­
sequen tly indulge our dogs as housdlo1d pets in an ai r­
conditioned, centralJy heated, vermin-free abode, where 
food for man and beast comes in cans or plastic wrappers, 
hygienicnlly prepared and preservcd and nutritionally ba l­
anced with appropriate add itives. The Egyptian, Greek, 
nnd Chinese civil izations indulge themselves in breerling 
fine , non-working companion dogs that had es theticall y 
pleasing or emotionall y satisfying behavioral traits and 
physical characteristics. They, like their owners, were non­
working a ristocra ts . These dogs reRected their owners so­
cially, in terms of "s ta tus," for few could afford to pos­
sess such canine luxuries. Their emergence through do­
mes tication and ca reful selective breeding also reRected 
the evolution of the human cu lture tbat developed them. 
'VVes tern civilization, compared to these earlier cultures, 
is per capita the mos t afflu ent in the history of mankind 
and unique in te rms of a la rge and wealthy "middle 
class" which did not ex ist 8S such in these previous civi l­
izations. Then there were kings and aristocrats with "pet 
dogs" and peasants with working dogs. A peasant's dog 
had to ea rn its keep, for few cou ld afford to feed 8n extra, 
non-contributing mouth, and a man was very probably so­
cially inhibited from owning a dog above his station. 
Now on the verge of the twenty-nrst century the scene 
is velY different. Vie nnd urban and suburban man still 
with his dog. As man's role in socie ty has changed, so has 
his dog's; no longer are th ey hunters or herders. vVe find 
old breeds in new roles, and working dogs that no longer 
work. Some are now companions or ornaments, or child­
Sll bstitutes, or status symbols, or else they fulfill other de­
sires of thei r owners, be it for strength, agility, beauty, or 
aggression: dogs are of th erapeutic value. 
When a man has few alternatives, little choice in being 
able to do his thing, in being able to realize his ambitions, 
be they for equal opportunity, creative and intellectual 
freedom or for a better standard of living and fair income 
-he experiences increasing fru stration. As more doors are 
closed in his face or are never discovered, he has little to 
li ve for , and nothing to lose by resorting to crime and vi­
olence. On the one hand his super-ego, his social con­
science, has not developed because of his impoverished 
rearing and lack of con tac t with the affluent majority who 
determine the socia l and cultural "norm." On the other 
halld, his basic needs and desires may be so fru strated 
and repressed by society that he is literally a prisoner­
like a hunting dog cooped up in his suburban back yard 
with nothin g to chase and "kill" or retrieve excep t the 
mailman and hi s own tail. 
L IKE HIS SUBURBAN or LUban ov.'11er, the dog has to con­form to many restrictions, and what is biologically 
normal for a dog (or master) to do, is often not socially 
acceptable. Also like his owner, there may be few outlets 
or altcrnatives for many natural tendencies and basic in­
stincts so that they may "build up" inside. Frustration is 
then cxperienced and the pent-up drive may be dis­
charged "out of the blue" by the most inappropriate stim­
uli and under the most unexpected circums tances. Or 
frustration may lead to aggress ion. Another thing may 
happen , which Dr. H. H ediger, direc tor of the Zurich Zoo, 
desnibecl in zoo animals, namely a hypertrophy or over­
magnifica tion of values. The dog-and his owner-be­
comes over-covetous and over-defensive of certain posses­
sions or of his territory or companion. Another problem 
that faces people and dogs is th at they are supposed to be 
civil, if not friendl y to strangers , and the dog especially 
is expected to accept people and hehave in ,1 friendly way 
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(unless he is a guard dog). F or the average house pet 
this can be a problem, and we will look into the genetics 
and rearing conditions that seem to influence this "over­
social behavior" of our modern dog. 
A few examples will illus trate these points. M • .l1lY dogs 
have a pretty miserable sex life; they have been selective­
ly bred so that they reach sexual maturity at an early age 
and are also promiscuous, for refusal to mate with certain 
individuals would not help any breeding program. Aga inst 
this background , which man has produced in the dog, the 
average dog leads a life of chastity. H e meets a neighbor­
ing bitch and she has been spayed or already bred to a 
stud several hundred miles away. Or even worse, he smells 
that she is in heat, but the owners keep her confined until 
her period of sexua l receptivity is over. ''''hat would the 
average all-American male do under such circumstances? 
Sexual frustration is one common cause of violence in 
man, and celtainly it is not unusual in dogs. 
SmdE DOGS, because they are raised more or less exclu­sively with human beings, may become over-socialized 
to people. When they reach sexual matLUity they may 
really yearn for their masters and ignore or repel other 
clogs. Often such "people dogs" are difficult to handle 
when they are in heat, as are male "people dogs" th at get I

"turned on" when being petted by someone, especially if II 
that person is carrying the odor of their dog tha t is in hea t. 
Imagine the frustration and confusion! One solution is to 
spay or castrate the dog. Sexual frustrations in man have 
many more alternatives, such as vicariously enjoying a 
"Resh film," driving one's car fast and furi ously, or engag­
ing in exhausting physical activity. 
What natural outlets does the pet dog have for hunting, 
for tracking, stalking, biting, shaking, and killing prey? 
We might provide him with surroga te objects such as a 
piece of rawhide or a ball, but these are pale substitutes. 
Most of the games dogs reall y enjoy with their owners in­
volve chasing and "killing" or retrieving a suitable "prey" 
object thro\\'11 by the owner, be it a stick or a ball. But if 
the dog doesn't have anything or anyone to p lay with, 
what other outle ts are there for this hunting instinct? Some 
breeds are luckier than others because their hunting in­
stinct has been more or less bred out of them. But others, 
especially the terriers and hunting dogs that are kept as 
bouse pets w ith no "work" to do, have a hard time. So 
they seek substitute objects that are not always socially ac­
ceptable. The moving legs of a passerby or the wheels of 
a bicycle or car become substitute "releasi ng stimuli" for 
prey chasing. 
This is also one reason why dogs like to chase ca ts. A 
good reciprocal arrangement has been set up between 
these two species under the res tricti ons of domestiCity, the 
cat satisfying the needs of the dog to chase something and 
perhaps to a lesser degree the dog triggering the ca t to 
satisfy Right reactions. A young wolf or coyote responds 
instinctively to reason ably small, receding, moving ob­
jects: this is part of the reflex-like hunting behavior. And 
so the dog, having chased the "prey" has to bite and kiJI 
it. Thus the mailman is so often bitten as be is leaving the 
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garden, or the child running past the house gets a bad rip 
on the ankle . Is the dog in question savage? Should he be 
destroyed? In fact, he is suffering from repression of his 
normal instincts. Such natural tendencies might be con­
trolled through punishment, but that would only "bottle 
things up" more. 
Why do many dogs like to break out occasionally and 
go off and roll in the most nauseating materials and scav­
enge all kinds of unmentionable garbage when they have 
nice clean homes and a good "balanced diet"? Just like all 
of us wanting to break away from routine and have an 
eating orgy, so does the dog! His natural behavior is to 
roam and scavenge-really a form of work-and he prob­
ably has great fun doing the rounds of the garbage cans 
that contain all kinds of exciting things. One possible rea­
son why dogs like to roll in odoriferous things is that they 
derive great pleasure from this-a kind of olfactory esthet­
ics. Another possibility is that wearing an odor for a dog 
is akin to man's desire to put on new or fancy clothes. We 
indulge ow-selves this way, so why can't our dogs indulge 
their senses too? 
ADOG IS SUPPOSED to be friendly, if not downright sub­
.fl. missive and obsequious to all people who come into 
his home. He must accept all comers once they have been 
introduced, and this is a hard task for any dog in his right 
mind. Some people are too noisy, smelly, overindulgent, 
and want the dog to do all kinds of un-canine things. With 
a large dog such as a Malemute, O.K., people will accept 
his aloofness and say he is a proud animal who only shows 
affection when he feels like it. But so many dogs that I 
have met shower me with excessive and unsolicited affec­
tion, and I wonder why this is. They seem over-sociable 
and submissive, yet with other dogs they will stand their 
ground and often assert their dominance. One explanation 
for this behavior is that in domesticating dogs we have se­
lected for certain infantile behaviors, especially submission 
and attention-seeking. 
A dog will defend its offspring against strangers, and 
this natural behavior can be a problem. I have heard of 
dogs that are so protective of their master's children that 
it is dangerous for strangers to forcibly intrude. Often the 
neighbor's children may be driven off. But some dogs do 
make remarkable foster-mothers, and none of these "social 
problems" ever arise. 
A dog has a need for privacy, some place to call his 
own den, and his need to maintain some degree of social 
distance should be respected. He needs somewhere to re­
tire, to escape from children, and perhaps a place where 
he can rest and contemplate. These natural needs should 
be respected and provided for. 
Dogs have adapted extremely well to our present way 
of life, perhaps even better than Western man, but both 
man and dog do experience anumber of social restrictions 
and limitations imposed by living in an urban or suburban 
environment where there are few appropriate stimuli to 
"release" or satisfy basic needs. \Ve are only beginning to 
understand some of the limitations in the environment 
which we have so drastically and short-sightedly imposed 
on ourselves. Some of us break out and seek a simpler and 
more satisfying life in the country, but most of us are 
forced for economic reasons into behaviorally inadequate 
urban and suburban environments. A few people break off 
and form a commune, a sub-culture within the existing 
structure. 
One final analogy. Under intensive, crowded living, an 
animal becomes more suspicious and defensive, if not al­
most paranoid about the safety of his territory and prop­
erty. These fears are increased when there is competition, 
and even theft. So it is with man, who becomes more 
covetous of his house and possessions if he has had to 
work hard and compete for them, and when theft and 
vandalism are widespread. When his living space is crowd­
ed in by a large populace, crowding stress also increases 
his need to withdraw into his own "shell" and consequent­
ly the importance of his little plot and the basic need to 
protect it increases. In many neighborhoods, dogs, like 
people, are friendly when they are ou t together in a pack 
or crowd on neutral territory, but on their home ground, 
strangers are treated with suspicion and are often unwel­
come. In areas where there are many dogs and people, the 
dog has to work hard to maintain his territory, so he barks 
a lot, stakes out his territory with urine marks evelY day, 
and puts on an aggressive front when strange dogs or peo­
ple enter his little plot. These behaviors related to terri­
toriality are certainly magnified, as is the case in man, un­
der crowded conditions. 
The dog is exposed to many of the social problems that 
confront his master, including crowding stress and the re­
strictions and frustrations of imprisonment in suburbia's 
gilded ghettos. The bored housewife shares the same 
bland routine as does her dog; both may grow fat and 
spend much of the day asleep in front of the television, 
or both may erupt under the pressures of understimula­
tion. Similarly the harassed high-strung mother may need 
tranquilizers to get through the day to stall off a nervous 
breakdown; it is more than one pet dog that can't take the 
frenetic pace of such households and becomes a nervous 
wreck, hiding under the table when the children come 
home from school or biting them through fear and confu­
sion. 
EVEN THE EXECUTIVE, struggling to maintain his status in a highly competitive world is in some ways like 
his dog, who in a suburb full of dogs, has to preserve his 
identity and status by marking and defending his territory 
against rival neighbors. Man also defends his conceptual 
territory against rival neighbors. Man also defends his con­
ceptual territory, his world of ideas and personal beliefs, 
much in the same way as an animal will defend his phys­
ical territory, and stress and anxiety can result when this 
territory is threatened or challenged by others. 
I have drawn some analogies, some of which are not so 
far out, between dog and human behavior in relation to 
some of the problems of everyday life. Fortunately there 
are fewer canine sociopaths than there are human, and it 
is quite possible that dog is adapting Letter than his mas­
ter to the way of life that we have created for ourselves. 
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MARTIN D}'S"IS RUDDOCK, a junior premedical student in the College of Arts and Sciences, is the antithe­
sis of the old stereotype, the "campus jock." He is quiet, 
scholarly, average-size, and bespectacled. In terms of 
purely athletic achievement, however, Ruddock ranks first 
among all past and present Washington University com­
petitors in his sport-cross-country running. A number of 
coaches and athletes (to whom he is known as Marty) 
think that, at present, he is probably the bes t athlete on 
campus. 
Marty's accomplishments aren't widely known to sports 
fans who, of course, are much mOle interested in the so­
called contact sports. But that doesn't mean long-distance 
running is a pastime for softies or just a refu ge for guys 
who didn't make the football team . Cross-country is prob­
ably one of the most demanding sports in the amount of 
sustained physical conditioning and stamina that it re­
quires. To take part in long-distance compe tition requires 
tremendous self-discipline. 
That Marty has this trait was recognized by one of his 
coaches in high school, where Marty's record was good 
but not record-shattering. The coach commented to a 
cross-country buff on his hometown newspaper in Ohio 
that "Marty's desire and attitude will take him a long 





meant that whatever task Marty tried, he'd do well. And 
he has. At \Vashington University, 'he holds an academic 
scholarship and maintains a 2.7 grade-point average out 
of a possible 3, concentrating in the generally tough sci­
ence and biology courses. This semes ter he is taking or­
ganic chemistry, a laboratory course in chemistry, physi­
ology, animal behavior, and psychology. These subjects 
require a heavy reading schedule outside of class and 
Marty usually studies until nearly midnight every night. 
At the same time, the amount of running Marty must 
do just to keep in shape for cross-country and track com­
petition boggles the mind of the average sedentary Ameri­
can. Marty has logged more than 12,000 miles since he 
was a freshman at Tinley Park High School, Ohio. That 
averages out to more than five miles of running every day 
for the last six years-a good part of it in either bitter, 
wintry weather or in sweltering summer heat. Spring and 
fall simply present pleasant climatic interludes to the long­
distance man, who in those seasons en joys the bulk of his 
competition (or at leas t the company of fellow runners). 
MARTY RUNS in both track and cross-country meets. Long-distance events in track include the one-, 
two-, and three-mile races; in college cross-counhy, the 
races are usually run over four- or five-mile courses, which 
may be relatively smooth or hill y and rugged. Marty holds 
the records for \Vashington University runners in all of the 
aforementioned distances: one mile--four minutes, 14.7 sec­
onds; two-mile--9: 18.6; three-mile--14:21.4; four-mile-­
20:06.7; five-mile--2.5:21. To this impressive record, Mar­
ty also has added several cross-country course records at 
various colleges. In most other sports such a record would 
have generated considerable press coverage. 
When a journalist takes that rare occasion to interview 
a long-distance runner, he inva riably asks, in effect, "Why 
do you go to so much trouble when there is so little rec­
ognition?" The answer-if there is one at all- has more 
to do with the individual's personality than in weighing 
rcwards against such old saws as the "loneliness of the 
long-distance runner." On this subject, Marty comments 
in his very matter-of-fact way , ''I'm very systematic in 
what I do and how I run . I don' t want you to think all 
runners are like me." 
To a casual observer. Nlarty's quiet manner obscures a 
deep pride and personal commitment. It was his decision 
to prepare for medical school , for example. ''I've wanted 
to be a doctor from the time I was very young-no one 
pushed me in that direction . I was convinced it was the 
right decision when I did well in science in high school," 
Mar ty said. His outward nonchalance also belies a zes t for 
precision, evidenced by his detailed , objective, personal 
log of daily practice and meets. Around the Athletic De­
partment, this black, bound volume is known as " iVlarty's 
bible" because of his reputation for accuracy and integrity. 
Sample entries: "January 4-ran six miles to Cindy's 
house (minus 13 degrees F. ) ... June second-ran six 
miles, 91 degrees F." He notes his good days, but is criti­
cal of himself when things don't go well. 
The only major gap in the bible is a three-week period 
in July, 1971, when Marty sprained his ankle while at 
work on the night shift in a Gary, Indiana, steel plant. Al­
so conserved in the book are clippings about Marty's 
races. Typically, these stories are the two- or three-para­
graph items reserved for cross-country or track events. 
For example, the news that 'Washington University won 
its eighth straight College Athle tic Conference cross-coun­
try championship last November 6 elicited only three sen­
tences in one of the dail y papers. 
Last year, there was one notable exception to the usu­
al dearth of press coverage of college runners . At the 
Principia College Invitational track meet at Elsah, Illinois, 
under a punishing sun, Marty won the half-mile, one­
mile, and three-mile races, setting meet records in the first 
two events. The St. Louis Fast-Dispatch reporter covering 
the event wrote, "If ever there was a Battling Bear, Marty 
Ruddock is the one.. . . His three-mile clocking missed 
the meet record . No matter. His first mile in the event 
was clipped off in 4:2.5 . .5. He was clocked in 10:09.3 at 
the two mile mark, and an appreciative crowd, impressed 
by the fact that he could still manage a blistering pace af­
ter super performances in the mile and 880, gave him a 
rOllsing hand." 
The next morning, a St. LOtli~ Globe-Dem.ocrat reporter 
interviewed iVlarty for a follow-up story, almost unprece­
dented for Washington University runners. And as always, 
Marty was asked why he ru ns. Marty told the reporter, in 
part, "Sometimes as I run along I ask mvself, "What the 
heck are you doing here?' But I just keep going. I guess 
I know Forest Park about as well as anybody does. I real­
Iv hate to miss a day of running, though. I actually feel 
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guilty if I don't run for a day. Maybe I shouldn't be like 
that, but I am. That's one of the reasons I'm improving 
this year." 
'When the question was put to him again this year, 
Marty pointed out tha t there wasn't a single factor. An ob­
vious benefit, he said, was, "Running as much as I do and 
being in good shape makes me feel better." That, in turn, 
helps him do better in school. But not always. The nation­
al college division competition for All-American ranking 
is held at the mid-term exam period. "Then, it works out 
that I don't get enough sleep because I'm studying later 
a t night. I don't run as well in getting ready for the com­
petition, which makes me press harder and get even more 
tired-a vicious circle." 
I N GE NERAL, though, Marty says simply, "I enjoy running. Usually, it gives me a way to relieve anxiety over get­
ting better grades and doing well enough to get into med­
ical school. It makes me feel stronger. I can do more be­
cause I feel good, and that's a good reason for running." 
As evidence that Marty enjoys running: This past Thanks­
giving and Christmas, Marty was competing in non-Uni­
versity outdoor races near Chicago. It's always cold and 
often snows at these events. There was a good incentive. 
however, to visit Chicago, which is the home of his girl 
friend, Cindy Schiro. At Thanksgiving, Cindy must have 
helped to inspire Marty, for he finished third in a field of 
150 runners, beating two outstanding college runners who 
previously had beaten him in national competition. 
Competition vvith the top runners is another factor in 
the desire to nm. Marty has had a keen competition for 
instance, with another pre-medical student, Richard Bow­
erman of Wabash College, the only long-distance man 
whom he hasn't defeated in area competition. Also, Marty 
says quietly, but with a determined look, "One of my main 
goals is to earn All-American standing." It has been a 
great source of frustration to him that he hasn't yet fin­
ished high enough in the national meet to achieve All­
American rating. At mid-terms this year in the national 
cross-country meet at Wheaton, Illinois, he finished forty­
third in a field of 600 runners. Only the first twenty-five 
runners are declared All-American. Marty's best finish was 
in his freshman year when he placed twenty-second in the 
n<ttional meet; but then, only the first fifteen runners were 
named All-American. In that race Marty did have one 
consolation-his only victory over Bowerm,lIl, who has 
won All-American standing in cross-country. 
"My trouble is that I reach my peak early in the season 
and I'm going downhill at mid-term," Marty said. His 
chances for success in the national meet naturally would 
be better if he attended a less academically rigorous 
school where he'd have more time for practice and keener 
competition. It's also certain that his studies wiII he even 
more demanding next year. But if Marty doesn't succeed 
in making All-American, it won't be for his lack of trying. 
"After all, I've put in a fe w hours at this," Marty added. 
Marty's track coach is James Morrison, a young man 
who is one of Marty's closest friends. Marty's cross-country 
coach is the venerable Les Avery, whose vVashington Uni­
versity teams over the years have compiled one of the best 
cross-country records in the Midwest. Both men think that 
Marty is one of the finest students they've coached-in 
terms of total effort in both classes and in sports. Morri­
son adds that Marty's performance in winning the three 
long-distance races in last year's Principia meet "was one 
of the best individual efforts bv an athlete in any sport at 
'Washington University." 
Morrison also pointed to another factor in explaining 
the "why" of Marty's very disciplined life in studies and 
sports. Marty's oldest brother, who had been an ou ts tand­
ing student and athlete, was killed in an automobile acci­
dent while a senior in high school. "I think that Marty 
wants to do what he can to make up to his family for the 
loss of his brother," Morrison said. 
All of this still doesn't explain why .Mar­
ty runs. And it really doesn't tell much 
about his total personality. Brief sketches 
of an individual, outlining his achieve­
ments, of course, are lopsided with praise. 
So, in closing, it would be only fair to 
mention a fault. 
'While it's true that Marty doesn't drink 
OJ smoke-he couldn't and finish a cross­
country race-he does take pills every day. 
To be specific, he takes one multi-vitamin 
tablet and one vitamin E pill, to make up 
~or an almost total lack of green vegetables 
in his diet. 
"No, I never learned to like vege tables 
and I don't eat them," Marty admitted. 
By DOROTHY BROCKHOFF 
o!fiee of Information 
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STEREOTYPES DIE hard. But if ever a woman was born to dispel the image of the female librarian as a wom­
an of Ichabod Crane proportions, layered in baggy wool­
ens, with her feet planted squarely in sturdy Hush Pup­
pies and her hair pulled sensibly back in a bun, it is ~vIrs. 
Martin E. Graham. 
Jamic, to use the name her parents gave her and even 
strangers seem to employ quite naturally after a conversa­
tion or two, is neither starchily prim nor severely formal, 
but a handsome, ebullient lady, who at 56 appears to have 
all the zest and zip of a youngster just out of library 
school. 
Such energy she needs, and even more, to cope with 
her duties as bibliographer of the Urban and Regional 
Studies Collection at Washington University. On the sec­
ond floor of Olin in a room whose shelves threaten to sag 
under the weight of research reports piled high as a moun­
tain drift, Jamie directs a three-year-old operation which 
has few counterparts in this country. 
What distinguishes her operation officially from nearly 
all the other holdings On urban affairs elsewhere is that the 
University's collection is made up of non-book materials . 
Olin, of course, buys hardbacks on this subject but these 
books are catalogued and shelved with appropriate groups 
throughout the library, leaving Jamie and her staff (one 
full-time associate and a part-time assistant ) free to con­
centrate on between five and six thousand reports, docu­
ments, pamphlets, and other kinds of publications often 
overlooked or ignored in more hidebound institutions. 
There is not another such collection in all of the greater 
St. Louis area, and Jamie had not heard of anything like 
it anywhere else until recently when a librarian at the 
University of Iowa published an account of an operation 
there which Jamie suspects may be comparable. Certainly 
however, it is not identical because the Washington Uni­
versity collection reflects the wisdom, uncommon common 
sense, and dedication of one individual, Jamie Graham. 
As bibliographer, she has the responsibility for making 
sure that the collection covers and represents the needs of 
the burgeoning number of people for whom urban and re­
gional studies are a special interest. Included in this group 
are some 150 students majoring in urban affairs at 'Vash­
ington University and professors from a variety of disci­
plines who teach them, as well as many other students 
and faculty at the l'niversity specializing in sociology, po­
litical science, history, economics, business and public ad­
ministration, law, engineering, and architecture. In addi­
tion, there are city and county planners and representa­
tives from myriad governmental agencies, as well as stu­
dents from other educational institutions in the community 
who make use of the 'Vashington University Urban and 
Regional Studies Collection. 
It is not an easy nor a simple task to acquire non-book 
materials in this field, because there is no clearing house 
for urban studies nor any publishers' catalogues or "Urban 
Studies in Print" indices to consult. To collect in this area, 
"You've got to be, well, pushy," says Jamie. It's an apt 
word to describe how she tracks down elusive printed ma­
terial, but not one a solemn-faced fuss-budget would 
choose. It is one that an eminent leader in the library field, 
Lawrence Clark Powell, retired Dean of the School of Li­
brary Service and Director of the Clark Memorial Library 
at UCLA (where he spent 28 years ) , would understand. 
He once wrote; "How absurd to proclaim librarianship a 
science! It is an artful craft, a crafty art, to be practiced 
with a trinity of talents: hands, head, and heart." 
JAMIE USES ALL three in her work. A typical Graham day in her busy office, a few steps away from stacks 
64-65 which house the collection, includes cataloguing, 
fielding dozens of reference tel ephone calls, conferring 
with faculty members, and scanning reams of literature 
for clues to use in locating new publications to add to 
the collection. It may also include personal visits to 
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Washington University's Olin Library contains one of the 
most unusual collections of urban and regional studies 
in this country. The emphasis is on non-book material, 
with some five to six thousand publications, including 
research reports, documents, and newsletters, 
grouped together in a research center which serves hoth 
town and gown. As bibliographer of this vast collection, 
Jamie Graham, a woman of unusual talents, has 
masterminded its growth since its establishment in 1968. 
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agencies such as the RIDC (Regional Industrial Develop­
ment Corporation). 
"I try to establish a personal relationship with key peo­
ple in various agencies," Jamie explained . "Now I know 
this isn't a safe thing to do if you want sustained support, 
but there is no alternative. It is amazing how many of 
these agencies don't have mailing lists. Staff turnovers are 
a problem, but I by to stay in contact with people." 
The average librarian at Olin works 37.5 hours a week; 
Jamie puts in a 45.8 hour week and sometimes, to keep 
pace, takes work home at night and on weekends . In addi­
tion, she has taught an advanced reference course in the 
evening at Washington University for two years. In what 
spare time she has, she manages a household and leads an 
active social life with her husband, who is a Boy Scouts' 
adminis trator. 
ON OCCASION, Jamie's office, which she shares with a government documents librarian, resembles the 
headquarters of a politician running hard for re-election, 
with mail arriving by the box-load. Nearly every day's 
delivery includes the "701's." These "701 's" are the back­
bone of the Urban and Regional Studies Collection at the 
University. About a thousand such documents flow into 
Olin each year, because this library is one of twelve in the 
country designated as official depositories for them. They 
derive their name from section 701 of the Housing Act of 
1954, which provides that whenever what is now the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
makes a grant to a state or local government for planning 
assistance, the recipient is required by law to file a com­
prehensive planning report in \Vashington, explaining how 
the funds have been used. These, in turn, are widely dis­
tributed, with copies going automatically to the depository 
libraries. At least that's the theory. For inexplicable rea­
sons, some "701's" never reach Jamie and not infrequently 
she finds it necessary to request them individually. 
Before the Urban Studies Collec tion came into being 
the day after Labor Day in 1968, these "701's" were 
shelved in a great heap in the Art and Archaeology Li­
brary on campus because it was reasoned that the archi­
tects next door would make most use of th'·!l1. ~lith Jamie 
on the scene, however, they were hauled over to Olin and 
stacked on her doorstep. 
Jamie's first big problem was to decide how to catalogue 
these and a torrent of other materials streaming into her 
office. She quickly determined that she could not rely on 
the Library of Congress classification used elsewhere in 
Olin because it was " too broad for her purposes ." After 
studying a variety of different systems, she settled on one 
developed by the New York Municipal Reference Library 
some years ago. "It was simple enough," she explained. 
"It had flexibilit y and it had spaces and growth in it for 
added classifications that might be needed." Jamie com­
bined this system, which divides the material into eleven 
basic categories, with a cross-reference of subject headings 
used by the agency which metamorphosed into HUD. 
The collection itself was split into two main sections: 
general, which dealt with theory, methodology, etc., and 
was applicable to any place, and other documents that 
could be identified with particular geographic areas. The 
geographical areas, wherever possible, conform to the 
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas es tablished by the 
federal government. 
It sounds complicated, but Jamie's system is a cinch, 
if you have the kind of mind that can cubbyhole a con­
glomeration of diverse materials into precise niches in the 
manner, for example, of a supermarke t manager who mas­
terminds a strategy of shelving so that Campbell's always 
finds its way to the soups and Comet to cleansers . Ac­
tually, even if you never do come to unders tand what 
a Cutter number means on a catalogue card, you can pick 
and choose from among the Urban and Regional Studies 
Collection with relatively little effort after only a minimum 
of practice. 
Indeed, within minutes, you should be able to find what 
you want on the shelves, assuming that what you need is 
catalogued and not lent out to someone else, thanks 
to Jamie, who may have spent hours locating the report 
in the first place . Consider an item coded St. Louis, Mo.­
Ill., T52, T687. ''T'' stands for transportation , and this 
1968 report is a TWA study of Lambert St. Louis Munici­
pal Airport, as it was known then. 
HI was first tipped off to this report by McDonnell-Doug­
las Corporation people. They were desperately looking for 
it, but couldn't find it," Jamie recalled. Jamie's choice of 
words-"tipped off" and "desperately"-reveal the emo­
tion of such a search, which is not unlike what the great 
Sherlock Holmes must have felt when the game was afoot. 
From an unexpected source-a student in the Environ­
mental Response group- who knew somebody who knew 
somebody else high up in the Chicago hierarchy of TWA, 
Jamie ultimately came into possession of the report which 
she was authorized to Xerox and return by registered mail. 
Fortunately, not all of the repOIt s are so difficult to track 
down, but there are enough tough assignments to satisfy 
Jamie who likes a challenge. She does admit, however, 
that sometimes amidst the plethora of publications which 
cross her desk she has the feeling that she is being smoth­
ered by a paper Everest. "Then I experience the sensation 
of having to fight to get some air," she confessed. 
To stay on top of such a job requires a variety of special 
traits, including perseverance. But Jamie b elieves that en­
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thusiasm is the most important quality needed by a person 
with her pa rt icular responsibilities. That's an inherent 
Jamie Graham trait, but her library skills have been ac­
quired through special study. Born in Shellman, Georgia, 
Jamie was four years old when her mother died and she 
was sent to live with a devoted aunt and uncle who 
reared her in Atlanta. 
At Spelman College in that city, she majored in history 
and won a scholarship to continue her study of the subject 
at Atlanta University, where she earned a master's degree. 
She had intended to go on for a doctorate at the Universi­
ty of Chicago, but a proposal from a Morehouse College 
man, Martin E. Graham, brought about a sudden change 
in her plans. "It didn't take me long to make that deci­
sion," she recalled with laughter. "I said I'd get married ." 
The pair taught school for several years in rural Geor­
gia, but neither one enjoyed the rustic life. "They accused 
us of being 'suitcase teachers,''' Jamie recalJed. "Every 
weekend we headed straight for Atlanta." 
Eventually, Martin Graham decided to become an ex­
ecutive with the Boy Scou ts, and the couple moved to 
Savannah. "I never did like teaching," Jamie explained, 
and when an opportunity came along to run a children's 
library in a housing project she took it. To prepare for 
this new ca reer, young Mrs. Graham took a six-week 
"quickie" library course a t Payne College. It didn't take 
Jamie very long to realize, however, that if she were to 
progress she would have to go back to school and get a 
professional library science degree. 
THERE WERE library schools at Emory, Georgia Tech, and the University of Georgia, but in 1948 their doors 
were closed to Jamie because she was black. \Vhen her 
husband went off to Charlestoll, West Virginia , to accept 
another scouting job and had trouble findin g housing for 
Jamie and their young daughter, Martia, Jamie used the 
time to earn a degree in library science at her alma mater, 
Atlanta Univers ity. 
Reunited with her husband after graduation in 1949, 
she went to wo rk in Charleston, ostensibly as a high school 
librarian. Actually, the so-called high school library was 
a branch of the public library, and although it was in an 
annex next door to the school itself, Jamie provided no 
service to either the students or faculty . Indeed, there was 
not even a connecting door between the two buildings. 
The status quo might never have changed except that the 
school authorities sought accreditation by the NOlih Cen­
tral Association and found that they could not ge t it unless 
Jamie signed papers stating that she was the school's li­
brarian. 
Jamie refuscd. "I just couldn't do it. It wasn't right, and 
the job wasn't as important to me ns the prin ciple of the 
thing," Jamie expl ained. When the school offi cials saw that 
Jamie would not bow to their will, they cut a door 
through th e nnnex into the schoo!. "Suddenly," she re­
calJed, "J became a genu ine high school librarian. Things 
began to boom, and for the first time this school had li­
brary service." 
For a young, black woman to stand up for her convic­
tions in the South has never been easy, and it was not easy 
for Jamie some twenty yea rs ago in West Virgin ia . But 
Jamie does not say this. The lis tener is left to draw his 
own conclusion and to wonder at her quiet courage. 
NOT LONG afterwards, the Grahams moved to St. Louis, so thnt Mr. Graham could accept another scouting 
position. Jamie went to work for the St. Louis Public 
Library in the Applied Science Room and she loved it, 
despite the fact that it was not always easy there either. 
"People can sometimes become quite overbearing," she 
said. When this happens Jamie applies "Graham's Law." 
"The louder they shout, the more softly I speak. Vlhen you 
whisper to them their voices come right down." 
After seven years at the Public Library and eight more 
divided about evenly between McDonnell's engineering 
library and the research library at the Army Aviation Ma­
teriel Command, Jamie joined the Olin staff. "Sometimes 
you have to move around to grow," she obselved. 
"When I first started working here I thought, well, this 
is a honeymoon and we'll see when it ends," she confided 
with laughter. "It hasn't yet." Responsible in some mea­
sure, at least, for Jamie's delight in her work is one group 
of faculty members on campus whom she characterizes , 
privately, of course, and with a good-natured twinkle in 
her eyes, as "my pets." They are the professors who teach 
courses in urban studies. She sees that these scholars get 
copies of pertinent ca talogue cards every two weeks, and 
also sends them tables of contents of periodicals she thinks 
might interest them. Catalogue cards also go by request 
to the University of Missouri a t St. Louis. 
Jamie has a dream that some day a cen ter for urban 
studies , patterned after the one at Harvard-M.I.T., will be 
established in St. Louis. "But," she added, "I want to be 
sure that if we do go into such a venture, Washington 
University won't have to take a back seat. I think it's won­
derful to cooperate, but I would hate to have somebody 
else grab the ball and run with it. It's not that I'm interest­
ed in building an empire for myself, but I am devoted to 
the collection and to the University . -r probably won't see 
a center established here, for my career is behind me. I'm 
going down hill." 
Few who observe her in action believe that. Indeed the 
consensus seems to be that JamiE!s style is dashing nbout 
in higb genr-nnd on a Hill , at tha t! 
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D R. EARL SUTHERLAN D, M.D. 42, has received the 1971 Nobel Pri ze for Physiology or Medicine for "his 
discoveries concernin g tbe mechanisms of hormone ac­
tions." D r. Sutherland, who is now at Vanderbilt U ni ver­
si ty, was on the faculty of Washi ngton University for 
eight years and began his investigations of horm one action 
here in the laboratory of Nobel Laureate Carl Cori. 
When Dr. Sutherland rece ived the award thi s year, he 
joined nine other scien tists who did at leas t part of their 
Nobel Prize-winning work at Washington Univers ity. 
On what grounds an institution can claim a Nobel 
Prize winner as one of its own has long been the subject 
of much confusion and debate . F ortunately, Scientific 
American magaz ine a few years ago laid down some 
ground rules. The magazine matched Nobel laureates and 
institu tions in fo ur ways : where the scientist received his 
doctoral degree, where he did his prize-winning work, 
where he was when he received the prize, and where he 
is currently affiliated . Based on these criteria, a Nobel 
laureate could be claimed in part by four d ifferent institu­
tions . 
Using these ground rules, Scientific American in 1967 
ranked Washington University seventh among American 
institu tions in the number of Nobel laureates. The Un i­
ve rsity was credited with six Nobel Prize winne rs a t tha l 
time: Carl and Gerty Cori, Arthur H olly Compton, Joseph 
Erlanger, H erber t S. Gasser, and Arthur Kornberg. 
Since the Scientific American survey, W ashington Uni­
versity can add two more Nobel laureates to its list: D r. 
Sutherla nd and Dr. Alfred Hersh ey, who won the 1969 
award in medicine or physiology fo r wo rk begun at 
'Washin gton University. 
In addition to the eight Nobel laureates "ve can claim 
under Scient-ific American's criteria, two other Nobel Prize 
scientists had some ties with the Universit y. Dr. Severo 
Ochoa, who sha red his prize with Arthur Kornberg, was 
on the Washin gton University staff for several years, and 
Dr. Edwa rd Doisy was also on the U ni versity's staff a t 
one time although mos t of his prize-Ivinn ing work was 
done at St. Louis University . 
OF COURSE, if we really wanted to stre tch the rules, we could add an eleventh Nobel laureate with Wash­
ington University ties . T. S. Eliot, the p oet and playwright 
who w on the 1948 Nobel Prize in literature, a ttended 
Smith Academy, which later became part of '<Vas hington 
University. T his does , however, seem to be stre tching 
things a hit. - FO'B 
Dr. E arl Su therlan d, MD 42, recipient of the 
1071 Nohel Pr ize in T' hy, io]o gv or 1\'lPcl icin('. 
Arthur Holly Compton Carl and Gerty Cori 
Arthur Kornberg Alfred Hershey Herbert S. Gasser Joseph Erlanger 
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